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Introduction
My project is developing Conceptual Place Value intervention curriculum for
upper elementary students. Conceptual Place Value (CPV) is the ability to flexibly
increment (add) and decrement (subtract) numbers mentally (Wright, Ellemor-Collins, &
Tabor, 2012). The ability to increment and decrement numbers efficiently helps students
be successful in more complex mathematical situations and provides them with the
understandings to transfer their knowledge to other situations.
Conceptual Place Value (CPV), has nine different levels of understanding. These
skills range from emergent skills in which students don’t have one to one correlation to
level eight (emergent- level eight) where students are able to add and subtract three digit
numbers mentally. Comprehension of these skills is part Common Core standards up
until second grade. After second grade, students are assumed to be able to do these when
they are working to implement harder math concepts. Below are descriptions of the
various levels of CPV understanding, along with examples of what how a student might
understand.(Masloski, 2016)
Emergent level- Students are struggling with unitizing tens and ones. They do not
see 43 and four groups of ten and three ones. (Masloski, 2016)
Level One- Students at this stage understand that two digit numbers are made up
of tens and ones, however they struggle with incrementing (adding) and decrementing
(subtracting) tens and ones flexibly. This is not to say they are unable to do one or the
other. Students would be able to start at 57 and be able to add and subtract groups of tens
from that number. Their struggle here would be when an educator asks them to switch
between then tens and ones. (Masloski, 2016)
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Level two- At this level students are able to work with tens and one flexibly, but
they are struggling with adding from a decade number (multiple of ten) and subtracting to
a decade number. For example, adding to a decade number would entail a student to add
70+8 mentally without using a counting strategy. An example of subtracting to a decade
is 97-7. At this stage educators want to create a derived fact for them. (Masloski, 2016)
Level three - At this level, students are able to add from a decade number and
subtract to a decade number. Students are struggling with Adding to a decade and
subtracting from the decade. For example, student, will need to be able to solve problems
like 56+ __=60 as well as 70-7=___. At this stage, we are asking students to use their ten
facts flexibly and in higher number groups. (Masloski, 2016)
Level four- Student are struggling with adding to and subtracting through a decade
number. For example, when adding 45+7, we want them to be able to break the seven
into five and two so they add by doing 45+5→50+2→52. When subtracting, we want
them to break the numbers apart as well. For example, 83-6 students are working on
breaking apart the six into two threes so they are able to do 83-3→80-3→77. (Masloski,
2016)
Level five- Students are struggling with adding and subtracting with tens and ones
from a decade number. At this level students are working on jumping tens and then ones.
For example, 40+____= 73. They need to do 40+30→70+3→73 then finding the answer
is 33 from those jumps. An example of subtraction is 52-____= 30. They need to do 5220→32-2→30 then finding the answer 22 from those jumps as well. With this level, they
have to keep track of multiple jumps and knowing what they are trying to find. A hang up
at this level for some students is that when they end at the final answer (73 and 30
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respectively, from the above examples) they assume that is the number that they needed
to find not the jumps that they made. (Masloski, 2016)
Level Six- students are struggling with flexible mental strategies with two digit
additions and subtraction with no materials. Students need to be able to use more than a
single way to find answers. For example, when adding 56+37 they would be able to do
50+30= 80, 6+7=13, and 80+13=93 and find another way to add such as
56+30→86+7→93. (Masloski, 2016)
Level 7- students are struggling with flexible mental strategies with three digit
additions and subtraction with no materials. Like level six students need to think about
numbers more flexibly. For example, 352+225 student would be able to do
300+200=500, 50+20=70 and 5+2=7. 500+70+7= 577. Another strategy they could
use would be rounding 352 to 350 then 350+225→575+2→577. (Masloski, 2016)
Level eight- mastery of all of the aforementioned concepts. (Masloski, 2016)
These skills are expected to have been mastered by the end of 2nd grade and if
they are not, intervention is than needed to help students catch up to their peers. With this
being said, I have created an intervention curriculum in which each level has 15 small
group lessons targeted to achieve that levels goals.
The lessons are designed to be used for math interventionist or classroom
educators who are leading small group instruction. It is designed to be an intervention
curriculum for third through fifth grade students due to the state that they are already
behind academically and need to master these levels quickly. I used UbD planning format
to create the lesson plans for this project. UbD is a format in which an educator
backwards plans to ensure that all lessons are linked to the overarching goal. When using
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UbD an educator starts with establishing a goal or goals. Then they are asked to find the
understanding that are needed to reach the goal, create an essential question that students
are working towards answer and create students will know statements to insure
understanding. When the first steps are completed, an educator my create performance
task to judge if the students are understanding the instruction and plan for what other
evidence will be collected along the way. After all previous steps have been taken;
learning activities are then created (Wiggins & McTighe, 2003).
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Before using Lessons, do placement assessment to
determine which level to start at
Emergent
ESTABLISHED
GOALS
1.1.1.2 Read, write
and represent whole
numbers up to 120.
Representations may
include numerals,
addition and
subtraction, pictures,
tally marks, number
lines and
manipulatives, such
as bundles of sticks
and base 10 blocks.

Evaluative Criteria
Summative
assessment
(given one on one
with educator)
Formative
Assessment

Stage 1 Desired Results
Transfer
Students will be able to independently use their learning to…
Will be able to use tens to structure a group of objects.
Meaning
UNDERSTANDINGS
ESSENTIAL
Students will understand that…
QUESTIONS
Students will understand that ten is
How do we count large
an effective way of managing large
numbers efficiently?
groups of numbers
Acquisition
Students will know…
Students will be skilled
Will know about the tens and one’s at…
place and what they represent in a
Identifying and creating
number
multiple ways of
showing a group of
numbers using tens and
ones.
Stage 2 - Evidence
Assessment Evidence
PERFORMANCE TASK(S):
Students will be given a set of task cards and will be able to
accurately identify the number by using tens and ones rather
than counting all items.
Educator will take note on students’ progress through the
lesson plan and reteach lessons if students are not successful
with lesson.
Stage 3 – Learning Plan
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Day 1
Objective:
Students will be able to subtilize dots 1-12.
Students will be able to group items using tens and ones.
Materials:
• Subitizing cards 1-12 (multiple sets)
• White board and makers for teacher and one for each student
• Popsicle sticks (around 30+ per student)
Opening: (5 min)
Word problem
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
Elijah has 5 friends He wants to give each friend 10 stickers. How many stickers
does he have to have to be able to give them to his friends?
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson :
Subitizing 1-12 Do dot card NOT ten frame cards
1. Do Quick Images with students. (15+) Quick Images are Subitizing
activities in which you show a student a dot card for a short time
(matter of seconds) so they are unable to count how many dots are on
the page. They then need to tell the teacher how many were on the card.
This is to help students move away from counting each item and
grouping items together to count quicker.
2. Grouping Popsicle sticks. Give each student a hand full of popsicle
sticks and ask them to group them in groups of 10’s. Once a student has
made as many groups of tens out of their sticks, have them figure out
how many sticks they have all together. Do this activity three or more
times.
Closing:
Do one last quick Image. Have students explain how they saw the number on
the card. For example, if it was a 7 did they see 3 and 4 and added it together, 5
and 2 and added it together, etc.
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Day 2
Objective:
Students will be able to subtilize dots 1-12.
Students will be able to group items using tens and ones.
Materials:
• Subitizing cards 1-12 (multiple sets)
• White board and makers for teacher and one for each student
• Popsicle sticks (around 30+ per student)
Opening:
Shania was throwing a party and was inviting 5 friends. Each friend brings 10
gifts with them. How many gifts did Shania get at her party?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
Subitizing 1-12 Do dot card NOT ten frame cards
1. Do Quick Images with students. (15 or more times) Quick Images are
Subitizing activities in which you show a student a dot card for a short
time (matter of seconds) so they are unable to count how many dots are
on the page. They then need to tell the teacher how many were on the
card. This is to help students move away from counting each item and
grouping items together to count quicker.
2. Do quick images again, but ask them how they saw the number on the
card. (5 or more times)
3. Grouping Popsicle sticks. Give each student a hand full of popsicle
sticks and ask them to group them in groups of 10’s. Once a student has
made as many groups of tens out of their sticks, have them figure out
how many sticks they have all together. Do this activity three of more
times.
Closing:
Have students talk about how they are finding the final number on the popsicle
stick activity. If a student brings up counting by tens, have them show that to
the group. If not ask them to think of if there are any quicker ways they can
count all the popsicle sticks in front of them.
If a student brings up counting by tens, name that strategy after them and in
the future, remind students about ______ strategy and ask them to use that
student’s strategy.
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Day 3
Objective:
Students will be able to subtilize dots 1-12.
Students will be able to group items using tens and ones.
Materials:
• Subitizing cards 1-12 (multiple sets)
• White board and makers for teacher and one for each student
• Popsicle sticks (around 30+ per student)
Opening:
Abdi was celebrating Eid. He has 6 aunts and each give him 10 pieces of candy.
How much candy did he get on Eid.
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Do Quick Images with students. (10 or more times) Quick Images are
Subitizing activities in which you show a student a dot card for a short
time (matter of seconds) so they are unable to count how many dots are
on the page. They then need to tell the teacher how many were on the
card. This is to help students move away from counting each item and
grouping items together to count quicker.
2. Do quick images again, but ask them how they saw the number on the
card. (10 or more times)
3. Grouping Popsicle sticks. Give each student a hand full of popsicle
sticks and ask them to group them in groups of 10’s. Once a student has
made as many groups of tens out of their sticks, have them figure out
how many sticks they have all together. Do this activity three of more
times.
Closing:
Show students two Subitizing cards quickly and ask students to add them. Do
this 3 times.
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Day 4
Objective:
Students will be able to subtilize dots 1-12.
Students will be able to group items using tens and ones.
Materials:
• Subitizing cards 1-12 (multiple sets)
o Use new set of Subitizing card for a variety of layouts
• White board and makers for teacher and one for each student
• Popsicle sticks (around 30+ per student)
Opening:
Camron is having a lemonade stand. Each pitcher of lemonade takes 10 lemons
to make. If Camron want to have 7 pitchers of lemonade, how many lemons do
they need.
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
Use new set of Subitizing card for a variety of layouts
Main Lesson:
1. Do Quick Images with students. (10 or more times) Quick Images are
Subitizing activities in which you show a student a dot card for a short
time (matter of seconds) so they are unable to count how many dots are
on the page. They then need to tell the teacher how many were on the
card. This is to help students move away from counting each item and
grouping items together to count quicker.
2. Do quick images again, but ask them how they saw the number on the
card. (10 or more times)
3. Grouping Popsicle sticks. Give each student a hand full of popsicle
sticks and ask them to group them in groups of 10’s. Once a student has
made as many groups of tens out of their sticks, have them figure out
how many sticks they have all together. Do this activity three of more
times.
Closing:
Have students work in pairs and add the amount of popsicle sticks that they
have together. Once a pair gets their answer, have them explain how they found
it to the group.
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Day 5
Objective:
Students will be able to subtilize dots 1-12.
Students will be able to group items using tens and ones.
Materials:
• Subitizing cards 1-12 (multiple sets)
• White board and makers for teacher and one for each student
• Popsicle sticks (around 30+ per student)
Opening:
Kenny was wanting to make necklaces. Each necklace takes 8 beads. If Kenny
wants to make 10 necklaces, how many beads do they need?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
Use new set of Subitizing card for a variety of layouts.
Main Lesson:
1. Do Quick Images with students. (5 or more times) Quick Images are
Subitizing activities in which you show a student a dot card for a short
time (matter of seconds) so they are unable to count how many dots are
on the page. They then need to tell the teacher how many were on the
card. This is to help students move away from counting each item and
grouping items together to count quicker.
2. Do quick images again, but ask them how they saw the number on the
card. (15 or more times)
3. Grouping Popsicle sticks. Give each student a hand full of popsicle
sticks and ask them to group them in groups of 10’s. Once a student has
made as many groups of tens out of their sticks, have them figure out
how many sticks they have all together. Do this activity three of more
times.
Closing:
Have students work in pairs and add the amount of popsicle sticks that they
have together. Once a pair gets their answer, have them explain how they found
it to the group.
See if any strategies from previous day are used and if any new strategies come
up.
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Day 6
Objective:
Students will be able to identify numbers on a 10 frame in Pair Wise formation.
Materials:
• 10 Frames- Pair Wise
• Unifix Cubes
Opening:
We work at a crayon factory; each box of crayons has 10 crayon in it. If I have
21 crayons how many boxes can I make.
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Do Quick Images with students. (5 or more times) Quick Images are
Subitizing activities in which you show a student a dot card for a short
time (matter of seconds) so they are unable to count how many dots are
on the page. They then need to tell the teacher how many were on the
card. This is to help students move away from counting each item and
grouping items together to count quicker.
2. Have students look and identify each pair wise pattern card. Make sure
that each number is seen at least 2 times.
3. Unifix cubes- you will need to have unifix cubes in groups of ten. Break
off a piece and ask each student how many more they need to have ten.
Have them use another color of unifix cubes to show their answer.
Closing:
Have Students show on their white board how different numbers will look like
in a ten frame. Numbers to have them draw 4, 6, 8 5, 9.
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Day 7
Objective:
Students will be able to identify numbers in five wise ten frames
Materials:
• Five wise ten frames
• Unifix Cubes
Pairwise ten frames
Opening:
There are 34 marbles. I want to put 10 marbles in a bag, how many full bags
can I make?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Do Quick Images with students. (5 or more times) Quick Images are
Subitizing activities in which you show a student a dot card for a short
time (matter of seconds) so they are unable to count how many dots are
on the page. They then need to tell the teacher how many were on the
card. This is to help students move away from counting each item and
grouping items together to count quicker.
2. Have students look and identify each five-wise pattern card. Make sure
that each number is seen at least 2 times.
3. Unifix cubes- you will need to have unifix cubes in groups of ten. Break
off a piece and ask each student how many more they need to have ten.
Have them use another color of unifix cubes to show their answer.
Closing:
Show students pairwise and five-wise ten frames. Have them identify what the
number is and how many it will take to get to 10. Do 5 cards.
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Day 8
Objective:
Students will be able to structure number 1-10.
Materials:
• Five wise ten frames
• Pairwise ten frames
• Ten string beads (ten beads on a string 5 red 5 white)
Opening:
Aiden has 3 friends and 37 cupcakes. How many cupcakes can each friend get?
How many will be left over?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Do Quick Images with students using five-wise and pair-wise ten frames.
2. Introduce students to 10 beads, give students a number 1-10 and have
them create it on string. After giving 20 numbers, have then identify how
many to 10. Do this about 20 more times.
Closing:
Have students talk to each other about what they noticed from the string bead
activity.
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Day 9
Objective:
Students will be able to structure number to 20.
Materials:
• Five wise ten frames
• Pairwise ten frames
• Ten frames
• Popsicle sticks- 50 or so per student
Opening:
Vern is making birthday cakes and has 34 candles. Each cake needs 10 candles.
How many cakes can Vern make?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Do Quick Images with students using five-wise and pair-wise ten frames.
2. Using the full ten frames, and not full ten frames, have students identify
the number that is created, for example, 10+8=18.
3. Grouping Popsicle sticks. Give each student a hand full of popsicle
sticks and ask them to group them in groups of 10’s. Once a student has
made as many groups of tens out of their sticks, have them figure out
how many sticks they have all together. Do this activity three of more
times.
Closing:
Have students talk about any possible connections they see with the ten-frame
activity.
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Day 10
Objective:
Students will be able to structure number to 20.
Materials:
• Ten frames
• Popsicle stick- 50 per student
Opening:
Markus like to play Pokémon GO. He catches 10 Pokémon a day. How many
days will it take to catch 87 Pokémon.
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Using the full ten frames, and not full ten frames, have students identify
the number that is created, for example, 10+8=18. Do about 15
combinations.
2. Pull out bead racks. Have students practice making numbers 0-20. When
students are making numbers over 10, make sure they fill in top row of
ten before moving onto the next row.
3. Grouping Popsicle sticks. Give each student a hand full of popsicle
sticks and ask them to group them in groups of 10’s. Once a student has
made as many groups of tens out of their sticks, have them figure out
how many sticks they have all together. Do this activity three of more
times.
Closing:
Using the bead rack, have students make numbers over 10 in multiple ways.
Use number 11, 18, 15.
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Day 11
Objective:
Students will be able to explain how base ten blocks represent numbers.
Materials:
• Base ten clocks, ones and tens
• Popsicle stick- 50 per student
Opening:
Alex was playing tennis, if he can hit 10 balls every minuet, how many minuets
will it take for him to hit 75 balls?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Give each student a group of popsicle sticks. Have them create groups of
tens and ones and find out how many they have all together Do this 2-3
times
2. With the last group of popsicle sticks, have students hold on to them and
set them aside.
3. Bring out base ten manipulatives and have students explore and come up
with observations of the base ten blocks. (we are wanting children to
notice that the stick has 10 small blocks in it.)
4. Have students create their last popsicle stick number with the base ten
blocks.
Closing:
Have students discuss any connections they found between the popsicle sticks
and the base ten blocks.
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Day 12
Objective:
Students will be able to explain how base ten blocks represent numbers.
Materials:
• Base ten clocks, ones and tens
• Popsicle stick- 50 per student
Opening:
A marker factory puts 10 markers in each pack. If I have 8 full packs and 7 left
over, how many markers do they have in all?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Give students popsicle sticks and have them groups them by tens and
ones. (5 or more times)
2. After finding each number with the popsicle sticks, have them create it
with the base ten blocks
Closing:
Have students pick a number between 30-100 and have them create it using
popsicle sticks and base ten blocks.
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Day 13
Objective:
Students will be able to show numbers 1-100 in multiple ways.
Materials:
• Base ten clocks, ones and tens
• Popsicle stick- 50 per student
• Ten frames
• 20’s bead rack
• Popsicle stick- 50 per student
Opening:
Sidney collects rocks. She puts 10 rocks in each bag. She has 6 full bags and 9
extra, how many rocks does Sidney have?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Give students popsicle sticks and have them groups them by tens and
ones. (5 or more times)
2. After finding each number with the popsicle sticks, have them create it
with the base ten blocks
3. Have students also create each number using ten frames.
Closing:
Ask students if there is another way to show 67 besides ten frames, popsicle
sticks and base ten blocks. Have them work until they find another way to
represent 67 (roman numeral, tallies, drawing of base ten blocks)
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Day 14
Objective:
Students will be able to show numbers 1-100 in multiple ways.
Materials:
• Base ten clocks, ones and tens and hundreds
• Popsicle stick- 50 per student
• Ten frames
• Popsicle stick- 50 per student
Opening:
Andrew has 107 skittles. I want to put 10 skittles in a bag. How many full bags
will be able to make?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Have students “test” each other on the different ways to create a
number. Student A will pick a number 20-100 and present it to
Student B. Student will create that number using ten frames,
popsicle sticks and base ten blocks.
2. Partner A will check that Partner B is correct in all ways to show
the number
3. Partner B will give Partner A different number to create using
base ten blocks popsicle sticks and ten frames.
Closing:
Have students work together to show 132 using popsicle sticks, base ten blocks
and ten frames.
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Day 15
Objective:
Students will be able to show their knowledge of grouping numbers in relations
to tens and ones during a one on one assessment.
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Ten frames
• Unifix cubes
• Popsicle sticks
• Assessment cards
Opening:
I was making cupcakes. Each cupcake has 10 sprinkles on it. If I made a dozen
cupcakes, how many skittles do I need?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Have students identify the numbers on the assessment cards
2. Have students create 45 with ten frames
3. Have students create 57 with popsicle sticks
4. Have students create 78 with base ten blocks
Closing:
Discuss with students one on one about their progress and the next steps in their
mathematical journey.
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Before using Lessons, do placement assessment to
determine which level to start at

Level 1
ESTABLISHED
GOALS
1.1.1.4 Find a
number that is 10
more or 10 less than
a given number.
1.1.1.3 Count, with
and without objects,
forward and
backward from any
given number up to
120.

Evaluative Criteria
Summative
assessment
(given one on one
with educator)

Formative
Assessment

Stage 1 Desired Results
Transfer
Students will be able to independently use their learning to…
Increments and decrement with ones and tens without
manipulatives.
Meaning
UNDERSTANDINGS
ESSENTIAL
Students will understand that…
QUESTIONS
How to use their knowledge of place How do we add and
value to add and subtract groups of
subtract Efficiently?
tens and ones.
Acquisition
Students will know…
Students will be skilled
How to add and subtract groups of
at…
tens and ones flexibly by using
Using place value to
place value.
add groups of tens and
ones.
Making combinations of
5 and tens.
Stage 2 - Evidence
Assessment Evidence
PERFORMANCE TASK(S):
Students will be given a starting number and asked to add
groups of tens and ones to the number. Teacher is only one to
see task cards. Teacher will need popsicle sticks bundles of
tens and single sticks. Teacher will hide bundles under paper
after verbally saying what they are adding. Example, how
about if I add 3 more sticks or how about if I add 2 more
bundles.
Educator will take note on students’ progress through the
lesson plan and reteach lessons if students are not successful
with lesson.
Stage 3 – Learning Plan
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Day 1
Objective:
Students will be able to add and subtract ones within a decade.
Materials:
• Ten frames
• Chips
• White board and markers for each student.
Opening:
Penny has 5 stickers, and she gets 10 more, how many stickers does she have
now?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
Throughout this lesson try pushing students not to count all the chips.
1. Have students build 45 using ten frames and chips.
a. Have students add 4 chips. Have students identify how many
chips there now is. Write 45+4=49
b. Subtract 3 chips. Write
c. Subtract 4
d. Add 3
e. Add 2
2. Have students talk about anything they noticed about all the numbers.
3. New chips and ten frames- 56
a. Add 2
b. Subtract 4
c. Add 1
d. Subtract 2
e. Subtract 1
f. Add 6
Closing:
Have student talk about anything they noticed the tens place when adding and
subtracting ones.
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Day 2
Objective:
Students will be able to add and subtract ones within a decade.
Materials:
• Ten frames
• Chips
• White board and markers for each student.
Opening:
Lily has 9 M&M’s and wants to have 19. How many more M&M’s do they
need?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
Throughout this lesson try pushing students not to count all the chips.
1. Using ten frames start with 67 – after each addition and subtract step
have them write the equation on a white board.
a. Add 1
b. Subtract 4
c. Add 2
d. Add1
e. Subtract 2
f. Subtract 2
g. Add 3
2. Have them discuss anything they may have noticed anything with the
tens place
3. Using ten frames start with 87 – after each addition and subtraction step
have them write the equation on white board
a. Subtract 2
b. Subtract 3
c. Add 2
d. Add 3
e. Add 1
f. Subtract 5
4. Have them discuss anything they may have noticed anything with the
tens place
Closing:
Have students “develop” a rule that will help them add and subtract ones
within a decade. Tell them they will see if it holds true the next day.
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Day 3
Objective:
Students will be able to add and subtract ones within a decade.
Materials:
• Ten frames
• Chips
Opening:
David has some markers. He got 8 more. Now he has 18, how many did her
start with?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
Throughout this lesson try pushing students not to count all the chips.
1. Remind the students of the rule that they came up with the day before
and have them use it with today’s numbers
2. Using ten frames, start with 44
a. Add 5
b. Subtract 3
c. Subtract 4
d. Add 2
e. Add 3
f. Add 1
g. Subtract 5
h. Subtract 1
3. Have students work in pairs with adding and subtracting number within
the decade. Both students need to using the ten frames to prove their
answers.
Closing:
Have students discuss if their rule worked. If so keep the rule if not create a
new rule.
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Day 4
Objective:
Students will be able to add ten to a single digit number
Materials:
• Ten frames- full ten frames and number 1-9 (create a set for each
student and teacher)
• White board and dry erase for each student
Opening:
A pet store had 34 kittens. They sold 20 kittens, how many do they have left?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Have students grab the number 3 ten frame, identify the number
2. Grab a full ten frame have the students identify the number
3. Have students add the two numbers together. Have them prove their
answer and write the equation on white boars.
4. Repeat with the rest of the number 1-9.
5. Have students work with partners and go through digit 1-9 and add ten
to them.
Closing:
Have students “develop” a rule that will help them add ten to a single digit
number. Tell them they will see if it holds true the next day.
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Day 5
Objective: Students will be able to add a group of ten without using ten frames
Materials:
• Ten frames- full ten frames and number 1-9 (create a set for each
student and teacher)
• White board and dry erase for each student
• Note cards that say “10”
Opening:
I had 25 pencils, and gave some pencils to students throughout the day. I now
have 15 pencils. How many Pencils did I give to students?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Have student remember the rule that they created the previous day. Ask
them to practice this rule, while also checking for accuracy in their
answers.
2. Run through all 1-9 digit ten frames while adding a full ten frame to get
their answer.
3. Ask if their rule worked. (hopefully their rule is adding ten to anything
only changes the tens place to a teen.)
4. Replace ten frames with a digit card that says 10 on it
5. Have students use their rule to solve the upcoming problem. Do 3
problems as a group
6. Have students “test” each other in pairs to find the answers using 1-9 ten
frames and card that say the digit 10.
Closing:
Have students discuss if their rule worked. If so remind them to keep using it if
not have them create a new rule.
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Day 6
Objective: Students will be able to add 10 to a number 1-40
Materials:
• White boards and dry erase markers for each student
• Popsicle stick (about 40 for each student)
• Rubber Bands
Opening:
There were some birds in a tree, 20 flew away and now there is 25. How many
birds where there to start?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Have students make bundles to ten with popsicle sticks (this is to help
them internalize that there is 10 in each bundle so they do not have to
recount it when using the sticks later)
2. Give each student 4 single popsicle sticks
3. Ask them to add one bundle to it. Ask students how many do they have
there
4. Add another bundle. Repeat till all 40 sticks have been added
5. Do this activity 4-5 more time with different numbers, until students
have fluency adding 10’s to a group.
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.) if students are showing that it is still too hard, continue this lesson
another day until students are feeling more confident with it.
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Day 7
Objective: Students will be able to add and subtract 10’s from a number 1-40.
Materials:
• White boards and dry erase markers for each student
• Popsicle stick (about 40 for each student)
• Rubber Bands
Opening:
A dog has 17 balls and 10 bones. How many toys does the dog have?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Have students make bundles to ten with popsicle sticks (this is to help
them internalize that there is 10 in each bundle so they do not have to
recount it when using the sticks later)
2. Give each student 7 single popsicle sticks
3. Add a bundle- students say how many sticks there are all together (17)
4. Add another bundle- (27)
5. subtract a bundle (17)
6. add bundle (27)
7. add bundle (37)
8. add bundle (47)
9. subtract bundle (37)
10. subtract bundle (27)
11. Do this activity starting with other single digits. Pattern of adding and
subtracting tens do not need to be exact same.
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.)
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Day 8
Objective: Student will be able to add and subtract 10’s from a number 1-100
Materials:
• White boards and dry erase markers for each student
• Popsicle stick single and bundles of ten premade (about 40 for each
student)
• Rekenrek (100 bead rack- red and white beads)
o
Opening:
Michael has 56 marbles. 36 are green and the rest are yellow. How many yellow
marbles does Michael have?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Have students test each other on adding and subtract activity from
previous day.
2. Bring out Rekenreks and hand one to each student
3. Give students time to interact with Rekenrek and make observations
about it.
a. Observations that we want students to notice, 100 bead, each line
is ten beads, each ten is made up of 5 reds and 5 whites.
4. On the top line have students (in one push) make 7. One push is
important to help students get away from counting each object and one
by one.
5. Add ten (Continue until 77 is reached. Teacher must say add 10 in one
push each time)
6. Subtract ten (Continue until 47 is reached. Teacher must say add 10 in
one push each time)
7. Continue adding and subtracting tens (about 5 more additions and 5
more subtractions)
8. Start with new single digit. Add and subtract tens (about 10 for each)
Closing:
Explain to students that they will be using the Rekenrek for a few more days.
Have students talk about if they like using the Rekenrek more or less then the
popsicle sticks. Have them explain why.
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Day 9
Objective:
Student will be able to add and subtract 10’s from a number 1-100
Materials:
• Rekenrek (100 bead rack- red and white beads)
• White boards and dry erase markers for each student
Opening:
Sarah has 30 cupcakes. Ahmed has 54 cupcakes. How many more cupcakes
does Ahmed have?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Have students test each other on previous day’s activity. One student
will be “teacher” and tell others to ass or subtract ten from a starting
number. Give each student 3-5 min (depending on size of group) to be
teacher before switching to a new student being teacher. (at this time
teacher should be watching children and observing who is successful
with this activity and who is still struggling.)
2. When all students have had a chance to be “teacher” the teacher should
take control over the group again
3. Have students start at 48 on their Rekenrek. Have students add and
subtract 10’s (about 5 addition and 5 subtraction)
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.)
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Day 10
Objective:
Student will be able to add and subtract groups of 10’s from a number 1-100
Materials:
• Rekenrek (100 bead rack- red and white beads)
• White boards and dry erase markers for each student
Opening:
Fathi has 57 crayons. Kiana has 20 more than Fathi. How many crayons does
Kiana have?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Have students start with 57 on their Rekenrek. Ask them how they could
add 20 in one push (push 2 ten lines at the same time) How many will
that be?
2. Add 20 (97)
3. Subtract 10 (87)
4. Subtract 20 (67)
5. Subtract 20 (47)
6. Continue for a few more rounds of adding and subtracting 10’s and 20’s
from the previous number.
7. Start with new being number. Add and subtract groups of 10’s and 20’s
from previous number. If students are struggling with activity do mostly
10’s with a few 20’s. If students are doing well, throw in a 30 every once
in a while.
Closing:
Ask students which math tool they liked better, popsicle sticks or Rekenrek.
Explain reason.
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.)
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Day 11
Objective:
Student will be able to add and subtract groups of 10’s from a number 1-100
Materials:
• Rekenrek (100 bead rack- red and white beads)
• White boards and dry erase markers for each student
Opening:
Juan has 65 cookies. He has 10 more than Dallas. How many cookies does
Dallas.
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Have students test each other in pairs doing previous day’s activity.
Each child should be doing math on their own Rekenrek, one student
will lead and say add or subtract 10, 20 or 30 (if that was done on
previous day only). (at this time teacher should be watching children and
observing who is successful with this activity and who is still struggling.)
2. After each student in the pair has had a time to be leader, have whole
group come together and start at 56.
3. Add 10 (66)
4. Add 20 (86)
5. Add 3 (89)
6. Have students follow along with you adding and subtracting ones and
tens with Rekenrek. Alternate frequently between ones tens and addition
and subtraction. (DO NOT cross over tens)
Closing:
Have students self-assess with fist to 5. Have them explain what was difficult
about this activity.
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Day 12
Objective:
Student will be able to add and subtract groups of 10’s from a number 1-100.
Materials:
• Rekenrek (100 bead rack- red and white beads)
• White boards and dry erase markers for each student
• Base ten blocks
Opening:
Skylar spent 78 hours playing Video Games last night. If he spends only 28
minuets Playing tonight, how many less minuets did he play?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Have students test each other on previous day’s activity. Adding and
subtracting ones and tens. Teacher observe students.
2. Take Rekenreks away and bring out base ten blocks
3. Have student make observation about base ten blocks and compare and
contrast them to the Rekenreks.
4. Add and subtract groups tens and ones. Start by only doing 10’s and 1’s
at first but quickly move into groups. (DO NOT cross over tens)
Closing:
Have students start at 98 and add 10. Ask what number they will now have.
Some groups may struggle on crossing over the hundred
87+30
74+ 40
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Day 13
Objective:
Student will be able to add and subtract groups of 10’s from a number
Materials:
• White board and dry erase markers for each student
• Ten frames
• Base Ten blocks
• Rekenreks
• Popsicle Sticks
• Construction paper (something to block sight from students on table)
Opening:
Lucky did 67 jumping jacks on Monday and did some jumping jacks on
Tuesday. If Lucky did 97 jumping Jakes all together, how many did they do on
Tuesday.
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Students can use any manipulative they want to at this time. Students
can change manipulatives if they need to at this time
2. Add and subtract groups tens and ones. Start by only doing 10’s and
1’s at first but quickly move into groups. (DO NOT cross over tens)
3. For last 3 min of group have students do it without any manipulatives.
Only teacher can have popsicle sticks at this time. Start with 52
popsicle sticks, show them to the students and then place them under
construction paper.
4. Add and subtract 10’s(bundles) and one’s (singe sticks) showing each
before you put it under the paper.
Closing:
Have students self-assess with fist to 5. Have them explain what was difficult
about this activity.
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Day 14
Objective:
Student will be able to add and subtract groups of 10’s from a number
Materials:
• White board and dry erase markers for each student
• Base Ten blocks
• Rekenreks
• Popsicle Sticks
• Construction paper (something to block sight from students on table)
Opening:
Jasmin has 77 apples. She got 40 more apples at the orchard. How many apples
does Jasmin have now?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Tell students today is the last day they will be able to use a manipulative.
They will be able to choose which ever one works best for them and they
can change if they need to.
2. Add and subtract groups of one and ten from a number. (do for about 5
min with restarting with new number when needed.) you can break 100
a few times but do not focus on this jump.
3. Take manipulatives away.
4. Only teacher can have popsicle sticks at this time. Start with 34 popsicle
sticks, show them to the students and then place them under
construction paper.
5. Add and subtract 10’s(bundles) and one’s (singe sticks) showing each
before you put it under the paper. Do not cross over 100 or 10’s at this
point in time.
Closing:
Have students self-assess with fist to 5. Have them explain what was difficult
about this activity.
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Day 15
Objective:
Students can show their ability to Increments and decrement with ones and tens
without manipulatives.
Materials:
• Assessment cards
• Popsicle sticks
• Construction paper
Opening:
Ms. Klint has 35 scissors and Ms. Winkles has 95 scissors. How many more
scissors does Ms. Winkles have?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
Test each student one on one with assessment cards to determine their mastery
one adding and subtracting ones and tens from a number. during test use
popsicle sticks in bundles and ones to show addition and subtract. Show
students sticks before putting them underneath construction paper.
If students show mastery, move on to level 2. If students still struggle reteach
lessons from where their understanding breaks down.
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Before using Lessons, do placement assessment to
determine which level to start at

Level 2
ESTABLISHED
GOALS
1.1.1.4 Find a
number that is 10
more or 10 less than
a given number.
1.1.1.3 Count, with
and without objects,
forward and
backward from any
given number up to
120.

Evaluative Criteria
Summative
assessment
(given one on one
with educator)
Formative
Assessment

Stage 1 Desired Results
Transfer
Students will be able to independently use their learning to…
Will be able to add from a decade and subtract to a decade.
Meaning
UNDERSTANDINGS
ESSENTIAL
Students will understand that…
QUESTIONS
How to use their knowledge of place How do we add and
value to add and subtract groups of
subtract Efficiently?
tens and ones.
Acquisition
Students will know…
Students will be skilled
That adding from a decade number
at…
and subtracting to a decade number Adding from a decade
is just changing the ones place.
Subtracting to a decade

Stage 2 - Evidence
Assessment Evidence
PERFORMANCE TASK(S):
Students will be able to add and subtract groups of ones and
tens without manipulatives. Student will also be assessed on
ability to add from a decade and subtract to a decade.
Educator will take note on students’ progress through the
lesson plan and reteach lessons if students are not successful
with lesson.
Stage 3 – Learning Plan
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Day 1
Objective:
Students will be able to add a single digit to 10.
Materials:
• Ten frames- one set for each student
• White board and dry erase marker for each student.
Opening:
Tou Keng ran 10 blocks on and then ran 5 more blocks How many blocks did
he run all together?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Have students find their 4 tens frame and a full tens frame. Have them
add it together. If students need to count, have them focus on the
strategy of add on from ten.
2. Write the answer on a white board- both teacher and students 10+4= 14
3. Continue until all 1-9 digit cards have been used (do not do them in
order) writing down the number sentence after each problem.
Closing:
Do you notice anything about the relation between the addition problem and
the answer? Can you make a rule?
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Day 2
Objective: Students will be able to add a single digit to 10.
Materials:
• Ten frames- one set for each student
• White board and dry erase marker for each student.
Opening:
Chris has 20 paper flowers. He makes some more. He now has 27 flowers. How
many flowers did he make?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Remind students of rule made previous day
2. Have students get into pairs
3. For each pair of students, they will need a pile of full ten frame cards
and a pile of not full ten frames (numbers 1-9).
4. Students will pull one card from each pile and identify how many dots
there is all together.
5. Student then needs to write that number sentence on their whiteboard.
6. Once all pairs have gone through all cards, have each pair run through
each equation with the whole group to ensure accuracy.
Closing:
Show students two full ten frames, ask them what number that is (20). Add a 6
card to it. What number do I have now? Is there anything you notice about the
equations we had before and this equation?
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Day 3
Objective:
Students will be able to subtract a teen to get to ten
Materials:
• Ten frames- one set for each student
• Blank ten frames-one for each student
• Math chips
• White board and dry erase marker for each student.
Opening:
There were some penguins at the zoo. They got 8 more now they have 28
penguins. How many penguins did they start with?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Have students make 17 using a full ten frame and the blank ten frame
using chips.
2. How many do I need to remove to get to have 10 only? After students
answer, remove chips and count everything to ensure correct answer.
Write number sentence on white board
3. Repeat activity with numbers 11-19. Can circle back to numbers that
students struggle with. Write number sentences on white boards
Closing:
What do you notice about our number sentences? Could we make a rule about
this?
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Day 4
Objective:
Students will be able to subtract a teen to get to ten.
Materials:
• Number cads 11-20
• Ten frames- one set for each student
• Blank ten frames-one for each student
• Math chips
• White board and dry erase marker for each student.
Opening:
A cheetah was running at 44 miles an hour and slowed down by 4 miles per
hour. How fast is the cheetah running now?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Remind students of rule made previous day.
2. Have students working in pairs. One student will pull a number card
and build it with a full ten frame and a blank ten frame using chips.
3. They will then need to figure out how many they need to take away to
get to ten.
4. Student then need to write their number sentence on a white board
5. Other student in pair does same with another card and writes it on their
white board.
6. Once all groups get through all digits, each student will read the
equation on their white board to the whole group to check for accuracy.
Closing:
Did our rule work? Yes, great! No create a new rule (if new rule is needed
repeat this lesson until working rule is found)
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Day 5
Objective:
Students will be able to subtract a teen to get to ten.
Materials:
• Number cads 11-20 (multiple sets per group)
• Ten frames- one set for each student
• Blank ten frames-one for each student
• Math chips
• White board and dry erase marker for each student.
• Math Bowling mat- write a digit 0-9 in each circle.
Opening:
There were 56 puppies at the store. Some sold. Now There are 50 puppies. How
many puppies did they sell?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. With students in pairs, have them play math bowling.
2. Student A pulls a card 11-20
3. Student A needs to figure out how many to take away to get to 10.
4. Student A crosses that number out on their side on the bowling math,
5. After they cross it out it is then Student B’s turn
6. If either student gets it wrong, other student can steal if they can prove
the correct answer. Student must use manipulatives.
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.) if students are showing that it is still too hard, continue this lesson
another day until students are feeling more confident with it.
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Day 6
Objective:
I can add a decade number to a single digit number.
Materials:
• Popsicle sticks pre-bundled into tens and ones.
• Place value dice
Opening:
Shang had some doughnuts. She gave 8 to her friend, now she has 30
doughnuts. How many doughnuts did she start with?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Roll place value dice (tens and ones)
2. Have students create the number with popsicle sticks.
3. Write number one white board.
4. Repeat 3 times
5. Repeat with each student rolling. Go around the “circle” at least 3 times.
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.)
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Day 7
Objective:
Students can add single digits to a decade number
Materials:
• Popsicle sticks pre-bundled into tens and ones.
• Place value dice
• 0-100 bingo cards
• math chips
Opening:
Abdirahman has 20 fiction books and 7 nonfiction books. How many books
does he have all together?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson: (students must use manipulatives for lesson)
1. play math bingo with students
2. roll 10’s and 1’s lace dice
3. have students add together and cover on board. One teacher white board
write equation and answer
4. play unit someone gets a Bingo
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.)
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Day 8
Objective:
I can subtract to a decade number.
Materials:
• Popsicle sticks pre-bundled into tens and ones.
• Numbers cards 1-100
• Math bowling mat- numbered 0-9
Opening:
Kevin played 67 minuets of video games last night. 60 Minuets were on
Minecraft and the rest was playing Fortnite, how long did Kevin play Fortnite?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson: students must use materials to prove answer
1. Students will play math bowling against teacher
Student will pull number from pill. Say how many you need to subtract
to get the decade number before. And cross it out on their side of playing
paper
2. Teacher will pull card and do same thing.
3. Whoever crosses out all number on their side of the board wins.
4. if person gets it wrong opposite player can steal
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.)
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Day 9
Objective: I can subtract to a decade number.
Materials:
• Popsicle sticks pre-bundled into tens and ones.
• Numbers cards 1-100
• Math bowling mat- numbered 0-9
Opening:
Laura has 46 erasers. Kimberley has 40 erasers. How many more erasers does
Laura have?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Students will play game from previous day in pairs with each other.
2. Students must use popsicle sticks
3. Student must write down number sentences for each problem
Closing:
Go through all the number sentence each student wrote to ensure accuracy
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Day 10
Objective:
I can add a decade number to a single digit number.
Materials:
• Base ten materials
• Place value dice
Opening:
An oak tree has 80 crows in it. A maple tree has 8 more crows in it. How many
crows are in the maple tree?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Roll place value dice (tens and ones)
2. Have students create the number with popsicle sticks.
3. Write number one white board.
4. Repeat 3 times
5. Repeat with each student rolling. Go around the “circle” at least 3 times.
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.)
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Day 11
Objective:
Students can add single digits to a decade number
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Place value dice
• 0-100 bingo cards
• math chips
Opening:
Andre has 79 Snickers. He has 9 more Snickers than Beth. How many Snickers
does Beth have?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson: (students must use manipulatives for lesson)
1. play math bingo with students
2. roll 10’s and 1’s lace dice
3. have students add together and cover on board. One teacher white board
write equation and answer
4. play unit someone gets a Bingo
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.)
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Day 12
Objective:
I can subtract to a decade number.
Materials:
• base ten manipulatives
• Numbers cards 1-100
• Math bowling mat- numbered 0-9
Opening:
I went to the mall and bought 97 pairs of shoes. I ended up returning 7 pairs the
next day. How many pairs of shoes do I have now?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson: students must use materials to prove answer
1. Students will play math bowling against teacher
Student will pull number from pill. Say how many you need to subtract
to get the decade number before. And cross it out on their side of playing
paper
2. Teacher will pull card and do same thing.
3. Whoever crosses out all number on their side of the board wins.
4. if person gets it wrong opposite player can steal
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.)
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Day 13
Objective:
Students will be able add single digits to a decade number
Materials:
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers for each student
• 0-100 bingo cards
• math chips
• place value dice
Opening:
Meredith has some containers of slime. She got 7 more containers of slime. Now
she has 117 containers. How many containers did she start with?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. play math bingo with students
2. roll 10’s and 1’s lace dice
3. have students add together and cover on board. One teacher white board
write equation and answer
4. play unit someone gets a Bingo
5. do multiple games if time allows.
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.)
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Day 14
Objective:
I can subtract to a decade number without any manipulatives.
Materials:
• Numbers cards 1-100
• Math bowling mat- numbered 0-9
Opening:
Sam was working at a car wash. He was 56 cars on Monday. On Tuesday, he
was 6 less cars. How many cars did he was on Tuesday?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson: (no manipulatives)
1. Students will play math bowling against each other in pairs.
2. Student will pull number card and determine how far away it is from the
decade below that number.
3. Student will cross that number from their side of the game board.
4. Next student will have their turn
5. If student gets it wrong, the other student can steal their number in the
game.
6. Whoever crosses out all their number wins.
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.)
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Day 15
Objective:
Students will be able to show their mastery of adding from a decade and
subtracting to a decade
Materials:
• Assessment cards
Opening:
Aaron had 50 Pokémon. He caught some more Pokémon on Monday and
Tuesday. Now he has 58 more Pokémon. How many did Aaron catch.
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
Test each student one on one with assessment cards to determine their mastery
of adding from a decade and subtracting to a decade.
If mastery is show move to level 3, if they are still struggling, reteach lesson
where student still struggles.
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Before using Lessons, do placement assessment to
determine which level to start at
Level 3
ESTABLISHED
GOALS
1.1.1.4 Find a
number that is 10
more or 10 less than
a given number.
1.1.1.3 Count, with
and without objects,
forward and
backward from any
given number up to
120.

Evaluative Criteria
Summative
assessment
(given one on one
with educator)
Formative
Assessment

Stage 1 Desired Results
Transfer
Students will be able to independently use their learning to…
Add to a decade number and subtract from a decade number
Meaning
UNDERSTANDINGS
ESSENTIAL
Students will understand that…
QUESTIONS
How to use their knowledge of
How do we add and
making groups of tens to add to a
subtract Efficiently?
decade number and subtract from a
decade number
Acquisition
Students will know…
Students will be skilled
How to use their past knowledge of at…
creating groups of tens to add to get Adding to a decade and
to a decade and subtract from a
subtracting from a
decade.
decade.
Making combinations
10’s
Stage 2 - Evidence
Assessment Evidence
PERFORMANCE TASK(S):
Students will be assessed on their ability to add to a decade and
subtract from a decade using combinations of ten with task
cards.
Educator will take note on students’ progress through the
lesson plan and reteach lessons if students are not successful
with lesson.
Stage 3 – Learning Plan
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Day 1
Objective:
Students will be able to create all combinations of ten
Materials:
• Ten frames
• 10 Frames- Pair Wise
• Blank Ten Frames- one for each student
• Math Chips
Opening:
Jimmy was washing cars, he washed 26 cars and then washed 4 more. How
many cars did Jimmy wash in total?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Teacher will pull a ten frame (with dots)
2. Students will build identical ten frame to card that was pulled
3. Students will then identify how many chips they have.
4. Students will need to identify how many they need to get to ten.
5. Write number sentence on white board.
6. Continue until all cards are used.
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.) if students are showing that it is still too hard, continue this lesson
another day until students are feeling more confident with it.
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Day 2
Objective:
Students will be able to create all combinations of ten
Materials:
• Ten frames
• 10 Frames- Pair Wise
• Blank Ten Frames- one for each student
• Math Chips
Opening:
Penelope was building sandcastles. She builds 34 castles on Tuesday and then
built some more on Wednesday. If she builds 40 in total how many sand castles
did she build on Wednesday
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Do previous day’s activity. Only build, identify how many to 10 and
write 3 numbers.
2. Have students get into pairs.
3. Each pair will need a pile of dotted ten frames, chips, and a blank ten
frame for each student.
4. Students will take turns flipping the top dotted ten frame and they will
race to create it on their ten frame and write the number sentence.
5. First student to get the answer gets the 2 points, other students will get
one point if they get the answer. however, if built wrong on mat or
number sentence is written incorrectly, students will lose point.
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.) if students are showing that it is still too hard, continue this lesson
another day until students are feeling more confident with it.
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Day 3
Objective:
Students will be able to create all combinations of ten
Materials:
• 1-10 digit cards- add a zero to the decks as well 2 sets per group.
Opening:
Karma was getting flowers for her mother. She had some at home and went to
buy 7 more from the store. If she gave 40 flowers to her mom, how many
flowers did she start with?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
Make 10 memory
1. Have students get into pairs.
2. Students need to place all cards face down on the table in a rectangular
array
3. Student A will turn over 2 cards- if they make ten they get to keep the
cards and end their turn. If they do not make ten, the player will turn
them back over and end their turn
4. Student B will than have their turn
5. Game continues until all cards are collect
6. Whoever has the most cards at the end wins.
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.) if students are showing that it is still too hard, continue this lesson
another day until students are feeling more confident with it.
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Day 4
Objective:
Students will be able to create all combinations of ten
Materials:
• 1-10 digit cards- add a zero to the decks as well 3 or more sets per group.
Opening:
Juan has 40 boxes of crayons and gave 6 boxes to his friends. How many does
he have now?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
Make ten go fish
1. Have students get into pairs/ groups
2. Each student starts with 5 cards in their hand.
3. If students have a pair that can make 10 in their hand, they can take it
out and set it to the side.
4. Student A will then ask student if they have a card to complete a set in
their hand.
5. If student B has it, they then give it to Student A if not student B tells
Student A to go fish and student A will grab a card from the pile.
6. If student runs out of cards, they must grab 3 from the center.
7. Game ends when all cards are gone from the center.
8. Student with the most pairs at the end wins.
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.) if students are showing that it is still too hard, continue this lesson
another day until students are feeling more confident with it.
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Day 5
Objective:
Students will be able to create all combinations of twenty
Materials:
• Blank twenty frames- one per student
• Dotted twenty frames
Opening:
Layla was having a lemonade stand and sold 50 glasses over the weekend. She
sold some on Saturday and sold 8 on Sunday. How many glasses did she sell on
Saturday?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Teacher will pull a ten frame (with dots)
2. Students will build identical ten frame to card that was pulled
3. Students will then identify how many chips they have.
4. Students will need to identify how many they need to get to ten.
5. Write number sentence on white board.
6. Continue until all cards are used.
7. Teacher will pull a Twenty frame (with dots)
8. Students will build identical Twenty frame to card that was pulled
9. Students will then identify how many chips they have.
10. Students will need to identify how many they need to get to twenty.
11. Write number sentence on white board next to the making 10 pair with
similar numbers.
12. Continue until all cards are used.
Closing:
What do you notice about making ten and making twenty? Could we make a
rule about that?
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Day 6
Objective:
Students will be able to create all combinations of twenty
Materials:
• Blank twenty frames- one per student
• Math Chips
• Dotted twenty frames
Opening:
Lain has some marbles. She gave 8 a way to her friends. Now she has 52. How
many did she have to start with?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Remind students of rule created the previous day
2. Have students get into pairs.
3. Each pair will need a pile of dotted twenty frames, chips, and a blank
twenty frame for each student.
4. Students will take turns flipping the top dotted ten frame and they will
race to create it on their twenty frame and write the number sentence.
5. First student to get the answer gets the 2 points, other students will get
one point if they get the answer. however, if built wrong on mat or
number sentence is written incorrectly, students will lose point.
Closing:
Did the rule that we created yesterday work? Yes, Great! No, create a new rule
and redo this lesson.
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Day 7
Objective:
Students will be able to create all combinations of twenty
Materials:
• Number cards 1-20
Opening:
Leon 56 red bouncy balls and 4 green bouncy balls. How many bouncy balls
does she have in total?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
Make 20 memory
1. Have students get into pairs.
2. Students need to place all cards face down on the table in a rectangular
array
3. Student A will turn over 2 cards- if they make ten they get to keep the
cards and end their turn. If they do not make 20 the player will turn
them back over and end their turn
4. Student B will than have their turn
5. Game continues until all cards are collect
6. Whoever has the most cards at the end wins.
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.) if students are showing that it is still too hard, continue this lesson
another day until students are feeling more confident with it.
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Day 8
Objective:
Students will be able to create all combinations of twenty
Materials:
• Number cards 1-20
Opening:
Watson has 50 cousins. 9 are boys the rest are girls. How many girl cousins does
Watson have?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
Make 20 go fish
1. Have students get into pairs/ groups
2. Each student starts with 5 cards in their hand.
3. If students have a pair that can make 20 in their hand, they can take it
out and set it to the side.
4. Student A will then ask student if they have a card to complete a set in
their hand.
5. If student B has it, they then give it to Student A if not student B tells
Student A to go fish and student A will grab a card from the pile.
6. If student runs out of cards, they must grab 3 from the center.
7. Game ends when all cards are gone from the center.
8. Student with the most pairs at the end wins.
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.) if students are showing that it is still too hard, continue this lesson
another day until students are feeling more confident with it.
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Day 9
Objective:
Students will be able to subtract a single digit from 20.
Materials:
• Digit cards
• Blank twenty frames- one per student
• Math Chips
Opening:
Kelly has 65 sticks and Baylee has 70 sticks. How many more sticks does Baylee
have?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Students will each need to have their own twenty’s frame
2. Teacher will pull digit card and remove that many chips from the twenty
frame (students should do that as well)
3. Write number sentence on white boards.
Closing:
Do we notice any relation between subtracting from twenty and adding to
twenty? Can we make a rule?
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Day 10
Objective:
Students will be able add to get to any decade
Materials:
• Whiteboard and marker for each student
• Place value dice
• Number line 1-100
Opening:
Kevin and Hannah were fishing. Kevin caught 62 fish and Hannah caught 8
more. How many fish did Hannah catch?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Remind rule that students made about making 20.
2. Teacher will lay number line across whole table.
3. Teacher will roll place value dice (tens and ones) and find the number
created on the number line.
4. Have students find the next decade number (use the word decade) ask
how many it is to get to that.
5. Teacher and students write it on white boards
6. Repeat with teacher rolling 3 more time.
7. Let each student have a turn rolling at least 2 times.
Closing:
Looking at the number sentence that we have written, could the rule that we
made for adding to 20, also work on other numbers? Update rule to include all
numbers.
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Day 11
Objective:
Students will be able add to get to any decade
Materials:
• Whiteboard and marker for each student
• Place value dice
• Number line- 1-100
Opening:
Treasure and Savannah were collecting bugs. Savannah has 70 bugs and
Treasure has 6 less than her. How many bugs does Treasure have?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Remind student about rule that was create previous day
2. Repeat previous day’s activity. (teacher only, 2 numbers only)
3. Have students form pairs
4. Give each pair a 1-100 number line and place value dice (tens and ones)
5. Have students roll, find on number line, how many to get to next decade
and write number sentence on white board.
6. After each student, does their turn, switch. Each student should roll at
lease 5 times.
Closing:
Have students come together at the end and review each answer to ensure
accuracy in their math.
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Day 12
Objective:
I will be able to subtract a single digit from a decade number.
Materials:
• Whiteboard and marker for each student
• Place value dice
• Number line- 1-100
Opening:
Duke had 70 apples and ate 9 of them, how many apples does duke have now?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Remind rule that students made about subtracting from 20.
2. Teacher will lay number line across whole table.
3. Teacher will roll the place value dice.
4. As a group, they will find the decade umber on the number line and
subtract the single digit from it.
5. Teacher and students write the number sentence on white boards
6. Repeat with teacher rolling 3 more time.
7. Let each student have a turn rolling at least 2 times.
Closing:
Is there anything similar about subtracting from twenty and subtracting from
any decade number? How can we update our rule to fit all numbers?
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Day 13
Objective:
I will be able to subtract a single digit from a decade number.
Materials:
• Whiteboard and marker for each student
• Place value dice
• Number line- 1-100
Opening:
Peter was planting flowers in his garden. He had 70 red flowers. He had 7 less
blue flowers. How many blue flowers does peter have?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Remind students of rule made previous day.
2. Repeat previous day’s activity. (teacher only, 2 numbers only)
3. Have students form pairs
4. Give each pair a 1-100 number line and place value dice (tens and ones)
5. Each student will roll dice, find the decade number and subtract the
single digit.
6. Student will write number sentence on their white board.
7. Each student should have at least 5 turns.
Closing:
Review all answers as a group to ensure accuracy. Did the rule that we create
work? Yes, Great! No, remake rule and redo lesson until finding a rule that
works.
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Day 14
Objective:
Students will be able to add to a decade number and subtract from a decade
number.
Materials:
• Whiteboard and marker for each student
• Math Bowling Mat- circles number 1-9 with extra of one digit.
• Place value dice
• Number line- 1-100
Opening:
Marcius was playing with cards with his sister. At the end of the game Marcius
has 17 cards and his sister had 20. By how many cards did his sister win by?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Bowl to the next decade
a. Students in pairs
b. Student A will roll the decade dice add together and find out how
many it takes to get to the next decade.
c. Students needs to say whole number sentence out loud. Example,
I have 56, the next decade is 60 and I need 4 to get there.
d. Student will then cross that number out on their side of the game
board.
e. Students will go back and forth until one student has all crossed
out
f. If student is unable to cross out a number, next students turn.
2. Bowl From a decade
a. Students in pairs
b. Student A will decade dice and subtract the single digit from the
decade number
c. Student will day the whole number sentence out loud. Example, I
have 70 if I subtract 3 I will have 67.
d. They will than cross out the last digit in the answer. Example in
67 they will cross out 7
e. Students will go back and forth until one student has all crossed
out
f. If student is unable to cross out a number, next students turn.
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Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.) if students are showing that it is still too hard, continue this lesson
another day until students are feeling more confident with it.
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Day 15
Objective:
Students will show their mastery of being able to add to a decade number and
subtract from a decade number.
Materials:
• Assessment cards.
Opening:
Angela was racing with her siblings. She ran the race in 32 seconds. Her
brother ran it 5 second slower and her sister ran it 3 seconds slower than the
brother. How fast did her sister run the race?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(teachers- remember if you run a race slower, that means it is more time, students
will try and subtract)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
Test each student one on one with assessment cards to determine their mastery
of to add to a decade number and subtract from a decade number.
If they show mastery move onto level 4. If mastery is not shown, reteach lessons
in which the still struggle with the concept.
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Before using Lessons, do placement assessment to
determine which level to start at
Level 4
ESTABLISHED
GOALS
1.1.1.3 Count, with
and without objects,
forward and
backward from any
given number up to
120.

Evaluative Criteria
Summative
assessment
(given one on one
with educator)
Formative
Assessment

Stage 1 Desired Results
Transfer
Students will be able to independently use their learning to…
Add and subtract through a decade number.
Meaning
UNDERSTANDINGS
ESSENTIAL
Students will understand that…
QUESTIONS
How to use their ability of creating
How do we add and
groups of ten to help with adding
subtract Efficiently?
with numbers between 0 and 120
and beyond.
Acquisition
Students will know…
Students will be skilled
How to add and subtract groups of
at…
tens and ones flexibly by using
Making combinations of
place value.
tens
Adding double digit
numbers to single digit
numbers
Stage 2 - Evidence
Assessment Evidence
PERFORMANCE TASK(S):
Students will be given task card to add single digit numbers to
double digit numbers. Students must show mastery at this level
to be moved on to next level.
Educator will take note on students’ progress through the
lesson plan and reteach lessons if students are not successful
with lesson.
Stage 3 – Learning Plan
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Day 1
Objective:
Students will be able to add two single digits together using ten as an anchor
number using twenty frames
Materials:
• Digit cards 5-9 (multiple sets)
• Blank twenty’s frame one per student
• Math chips (2 colors)
• White board and dry erase for teacher only.
Opening:
James has 56 books in his house and got 8 more. How many books does he have
now?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Teacher will pull two digit cards.
2. Put the largest number in twenty frame first in one color.
3. In another color add second digit. Filling first ten frame first
4. Write number sentence focusing on the ten. (see appendix for ways to
write arrow notation)
a. For example, 7+6 write as
7+3

10+ 3

3

3

13

5. Continue until about 15 combinations have been made
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.) if students are showing that it is still too hard, continue this lesson
another day until students are feeling more confident with it.
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Day 2
Objective:
Students will be able to add two single digits together using ten as an anchor
number using twenty frames
Materials:
• Digit cards 5-9 (multiple sets)
• Blank twenty’s frame one per student
• Math chips (2 colors)
• White board and dry erase marker for each student.
Opening:
Perry walked 19 miles, he walked some and ended his day walking 25 miles.
How many more miles did he walk?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Do previous days’ lesson. Do it for 3 addition problems
2. Have students get into pairs
3. Each student will pull 1 digit card
4. Student with largest number fills in the first part of the twenties frame
with single math chip color. Other partner using a different color adds
their digit, filling the first ten frame first.
5. Write number sentence focusing on the ten. (see appendix for ways to
write arrow notation)
6. Continue until each group has made 10 number sentences.
Closing:
Groups will share their number sentences to ensure accuracy.
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Day 3
Objective:
I can subtract a single digit number from a teen using ten as an anchor number
using twenty frames.
Materials:
• Digit cards 2-9 (multiple sets)
• Number cards 11-18
• Blank twenty’s frame one per student
• Math chips (2 sided chips usually red and yellow)
Opening:
Susan has some cookies. She got 6 more cookies and now has 23 cookies. How
many cookies did she have to start?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Have number card 11-18 in a pile and 2-9 in another pile
2. Pull a teen number and a digit card. If the number crosses over ten use it
if not pull another until it does cross over
3. pull a teen number on twenties frame in single color.
4. flip chips to other color side with the amount on single digit card
5. write number sentence focusing on ten
6. Continue until about 15 combinations have been made
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.) if students are showing that it is still too hard, continue this lesson
another day until students are feeling more confident with it.
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Day 4
Objective:
I can subtract a single digit number from a teen using ten as an anchor number
using twenty frames.
Materials:
• Digit cards 2-9 (multiple sets)
• Number cards 11-18
• Blank twenty’s frame one per student
• Math chips (2 sided chips usually red and yellow)
Opening:
I brought 17 cupcakes to school and shared 9 of them with the other teachers.
How many cupcakes do I have now?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Do previous days’ lesson. Do it for 3 subtraction problems
2. Have students get into pairs
3. Each pair needs a pile of 11-18 cards and 2-9 digit cards.
4. Students will pull a teen number and a digit card. If the number crosses
over ten use it if not pull another until it does cross over
5. Student pull a teen number on twenties frame in single color.
6. flip chips to other color side with the amount on single digit card
7. write number sentence focusing on ten
8. Continue until each group has made 10 number sentences.
Closing:
Groups will share their number sentences to ensure accuracy.
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Day 5
Objective:
I can add a single digit to a number 1- 30 using decade numbers with a
Rekenrek.
Materials:
• 100 bead Rekenrek- one for each student
• pile of digit card 5-9 (multiple sets)
• pile of number card 15-19 (multiple sets)
• white board and dry erase marker for each student
Opening:
Martin had 17 pieces of gum and gave some to his sister. How he has 8 pieces.
How many did he give to his sister?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. teacher will have two piles of card- one pile teen numbers one pile digit
cards
2. teacher will pull one card from each pile
3. teacher will create the teen number on the Rekenrek- students follow
4. teacher will add digit number to the teen number.
a. 2 pushes one to complete the ten and the rest
5. write down math sentence on white board focusing on tens place
6. Continue until about 15 combinations have been made
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.) if students are showing that it is still too hard, continue this lesson
another day until students are feeling more confident with it.
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Day 6
Objective:
I can add a single digit to a number 1- 30 using decade numbers with a
Rekenrek.
Materials:
• 100 bead Rekenrek- one for each student
• pile of digit card 5-9 (multiple sets)
• pile of number card 15-19 (multiple sets)
• white board and dry erase marker for each student
Opening:
Piper works at a car wash. When she started the day, there were already cars
waiting in line. She washed 6 cars and there were 28 cars still in line. How many
cars were in line to start?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Do previous days’ lesson, 3 number sentences
2. Have students get into pairs
3. Students will pull one card from each pile
4. Students will create the teen number on the Rekenrek
5. Student will add digit number to the teen number.
a. 2 pushes one to complete the ten and the rest
6. write down math sentence on white board focusing on tens place
7. Continue until each group has made 10 number sentences
Closing:
Groups will share their number sentences to ensure accuracy.
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Day 7
Objective:
I can subtract a single digit to a number 11- 30 using decade numbers with a
Rekenrek
Materials:
• 100 bead Rekenrek- one for each student
• pile of digit card 1-9 (multiple sets)
• pile of number card 11-29 (multiple sets)
• white board and dry erase marker for each student
Opening:
A kitten has 7 toys and a puppy has 18 toys, how many toys do they have all
together?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Teacher will have two piles one with numbers 11-29 and a pile with
single digits. If single digit does not cross over the tens place pull new
digit card.
2. Build the larger number on the Rekenrek
3. Subtract single digit focusing on tens place
a. Subtract to the tens then left over
4. Write number sentence on white board
5. Continue until about 15 combinations have been made
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.) if students are showing that it is still too hard, continue this lesson
another day until students are feeling more confident with it.
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Day 8
Objective:
I can subtract a single digit to a number 11- 30 using decade numbers with a
Rekenrek
Materials:
• 100 bead Rekenrek- one for each student
• pile of digit card 1-9 (multiple sets)
• pile of number card 11-29 (multiple sets)
• white board and dry erase marker for each student
Opening:
Arron and Michael were playing Basketball. Together they scored 37 points. If
Aaron scored 28 of those points, how many points did Michael score?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Do previous days’ lesson, 3 number sentences
2. Have students get into pairs
3. Students will pull one card from each pile
4. Students will create the larger number on the Rekenrek
5. Student will subtract digit number to the double-digit number.
a. 2 pushes one to get to the ten and the rest
6. write down math sentence on white board focusing on tens place
7. Continue until each group has made 10 number sentences
Closing:
Groups will share their number sentences to ensure accuracy.
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Day 9
Objective:
I can add a single digit to double digit using decade numbers with a number
line.
Materials:
• Place value dice (ten place)
• 6-sided die 4-9 (2 of them)
• 1-100 number line (not grid)- laminated
Opening:
Kip has some 46 yellow pebbles and 54 green pebbles. How many more green
pebbles does Kip have?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. teacher will roll decade die and the 4-9 die to create first number
2. as a group, locate it on the number line
3. roll another die (if it will not jump the decade reroll)
4. add focusing on the jump to the decade while adding extra
5. Continue until about 15 combinations have been made
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.) if students are showing that it is still too hard, continue this lesson
another day until students are feeling more confident with it.
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Day 10
Objective:
I can add a single digit to double digit using decade numbers with a number
line.
Materials:
• Place value dice (ten place)
• 6-sided die 4-9 (2 of them)
• 1-100 number line (not grid)- laminated
Opening:
Lily ran 68 blocks and Katy ran 59 blocks. How many more blocks did Lily
run?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Do previous days’ lesson, 3 number sentences
2. Have students get into pairs
3. Student A will roll decade die and the 4-9 die to create first number
4. as a group, they will locate it on the number line
5. Student B will roll another die (if it will not jump the decade reroll)
6. add focusing on the jump to the decade while adding extra
7. Switch rolls after each number sentence.
Closing:
Groups will share their number sentences to ensure accuracy.
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Day 11
Objective:
I can subtract a single digit to double digit using decade numbers with a
number line.
Materials:
• Place value dice (ten place)
• 6-sided die 1-6
• 6-sided die 4-9
• 1-100 number line (not grid)- laminated
Opening:
Demetrious has 76 pieces of candy after Halloween. His sister got 7 more pieces.
How many pieces of candy does his sister have?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. teacher will roll decade die and the 1-6 die to create first number
2. as a group, locate it on the number line
3. roll 4-9 die- if it does not cross the tens reroll
4. subtract number focusing on the jump to the ten then the rest
5. write number sentence
6. Continue until about 15 combinations have been made
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.) if students are showing that it is still too hard, continue this lesson
another day until students are feeling more confident with it.
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Day 12
Objective:
I can subtract a single digit to double digit using decade numbers with a
number line.
Materials:
• Place value dice (ten place)
• 6-sided die 1-6
• 6-sided die 4-9
• 1-100 number line (not grid)- laminated
Opening:
Jamie has 85 Pokémon. His older brother had 8 less Pokémon less than him.
How many Pokémon does his brother have?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Do previous days’ lesson, 3 number sentences
2. Have students get into pairs
3. Student A will roll decade die and the 1-6 die to create first number
4. as a group, they will locate it on the number line
5. Student B will roll 4-9 die (if it will not jump the decade reroll)
6. subtract number focusing on the jump to the ten then the rest
7. write number sentence
8. Continue until about 1o combinations have been made for each group
Closing:
Groups will share their number sentences to ensure accuracy.
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Day 13
Objective:
I can add a single digit to double digit using decade numbers with an open
number line
Materials:
• Place value dice (ten place)
• 6-sided die 4-9 (2 of them)
• whiteboard and dry erase for each student
Opening:
Dejah was playing tennis over the weekend. She played 78 minuets on Saturday
and 85 minuets on Sunday. How many more minuets did she play on Sunday?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. teacher will roll decade die and 4-9-digit die
2. will create an open number line with number rolled marked
3. teacher will roll 4-9 digit die to see how many will be added to number
(if it will not cross the tens place reroll.)
4. show jumps on open number line (jump to decade and pass)
5. write number sentence
6. have students get into pairs and do lesson until each group has done
about 10 number sentences.
Closing:
Groups will share their number sentences to ensure accuracy.
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Day 14
Objective:
I can subtract a single digit to double digit using decade numbers with an open
number line
Materials:
• Place value dice (ten place)
• 6-sided die 1-6
• 6-sided die 4-9
Opening:
Angela was planning her wedding. She invited 125 guest to her wedding but
only 117 people showed up. How many guests were missing?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. teacher will roll decade die and the 1-6 die to create first number
2. create open number line with number marked
3. roll 4-9 die- if it does not cross the tens reroll
4. subtract number focusing on the jump to the ten then the rest
5. write number sentence
6. have students get into pairs and do lesson until each group has done
about 10 number sentences.
Closing:
Groups will share their number sentences to ensure accuracy.
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Day 15
Objective:
Students will show their mastery of being able to Add and subtract through a
decade number.
Materials:
• Assessment cards
Opening:
Silvia works as a dog washer. She washed 156 dogs and there were still 7 more
that she had to wash before she could go home, how many did she have to was
in total?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
Test each student one on one with assessment cards to determine their mastery
of being able to Add and subtract through a decade number.
If they show mastery move onto level 5. If mastery is not shown, reteach lessons
in which the still struggle with the concept.
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Before using Lessons, do placement assessment to
determine which level to start at
Level 5
ESTABLISHED
GOALS
1.1.1.4 Find a
number that is 10
more or 10 less than
a given number.
1.1.1.3 Count, with
and without objects,
forward and
backward from any
given number up to
120.

Evaluative Criteria
Summative
assessment
(given one on one
with educator)
Formative
Assessment

Stage 1 Desired Results
Transfer
Students will be able to independently use their learning to…
Add and subtract multi digit numbers from a decade number.
Meaning
UNDERSTANDINGS
ESSENTIAL
Students will understand that…
QUESTIONS
How to use their knowledge of place How do we add and
value to add and subtract groups of
subtract Efficiently?
tens and ones.
Acquisition
Students will know…
Students will be skilled
how to integrate their ability of
at…
creating groups of tens and their
Creating groups of ten
place value knowledge to add and
Adding and subtracting
subtract from a decade number.
multi digit numbers
from a decade number.
Stage 2 - Evidence
Assessment Evidence
PERFORMANCE TASK(S):
Students will be given task card to add and subtract a multi
digit number from a decade number. Students must show
mastery at this level to be moved to next level.
Educator will take note on students’ progress through the
lesson plan and reteach lessons if students are not successful
with lesson.
Stage 3 – Learning Plan
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Day 1
Objective:
Students will be able to add a teen number to 20 using a Rekenrek.
Materials:
• Numbers cards 11-19
• Rekenrek- one for each student
• Whiteboard and marker for each student
Opening:
Larry has 20 marbles, He got 16 more on his birthday. How many marbles does
he have now?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Students and teacher will “fill” the Rekenrek to show 20.
2. Teacher will pull a teen number card
3. Using 2 pushed (the ten and the rest) the teacher will add the teen
number to 20.
4. Students will follow along doing same actions as the teacher
5. Write number sentence focusing on the jump of ten and then additional
6. Continue until all number have been used.
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.) if students are showing that it is still too hard, continue this lesson
another day until students are feeling more confident with it.
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Day 2
Objective:
Students will be able to add a teen number to 20 using a Rekenrek.
Materials:
• Numbers cards 11-19 – one for each group.
• Rekenrek- one for each student
• Whiteboard and marker for each student
Opening:
Connie has 30 pieces of candy. How many more does she need to get 57 pieces
all together?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Students will work in pairs to do previous day’s activity.
2. Each group should write all the number sentences as they complete them
3. Teacher should watch groups to ensure that they are adding using 2
pushes focusing on the jump of ten first.
Closing:
Groups will present their answers to ensure accuracy.
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Day 3
Objective:
Students will be able to subtract a teen number from 40 using a Rekenrek.
Materials:
• Numbers cards 11-19
• Rekenrek- one for each student
• Whiteboard and marker for each student
Opening:
David earned some money on Sunday. He earned $18 on Monday. All other he
earned $58. How much did he earn on Sunday?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Students and teacher will “fill” the Rekenrek to show 40.
2. Teacher will pull a teen number card
3. Using 2 pushed (the ten and the rest) the teacher will subtract the teen
number from 40.
4. Students will follow along doing same actions as the teacher
5. Write number sentence focusing on the jump of ten and then additional
6. Continue until all number have been used.
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.) if students are showing that it is still too hard, continue this lesson
another day until students are feeling more confident with it.
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Day 4
Objective:
Students will be able to subtract a teen number from 40 using a Rekenrek.
Materials:
• Numbers cards 11-19
• Rekenrek- one for each student
• Whiteboard and marker for each student
Opening:
Andrew went fishing and caught 50 fish. He let 16 of them go. How many fish
did Andrew keep?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Students will work in pairs to do previous day’s activity.
2. Each group should write all the number sentences as they complete them
3. Teacher should watch groups to ensure that they are adding using 2
pushes focusing on the jump of ten first.
Closing:
Groups will present their answers to ensure accuracy.
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Day 5
Objective:
Students will be able to add a teen number to any decade number 1-100 using a
Rekenrek.
Materials:
• Numbers cards 11-19
• Rekenrek- one for each student
• Whiteboard and marker for each student
• Place value dice. (tens die)
Opening:
Harper found $50 at the playground. He donated $19 to a food shelf. How much
does he have now?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Teacher will roll the tens place value die
2. Students and teacher will “fill the Rekenrek to show the number rolled.
3. Teacher will pull a teen number card and add it to the Rekenrek using 2
pushes focusing on the jump of ten then the rest.
4. Students follow along with teacher
5. Students and teacher write number sentence on white boards focusing
on the tens jump than the rest.
6. Continue until all teen cards have been used.
Closing:
Looking at our answers is there any rule that we can make about adding a teen
number to and decade number?
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Day 6
Objective:
Students will be able to add a teen number to any decade number 1-100 using a
Rekenrek.
Materials:
• Numbers cards 11-19
• Rekenrek- one for each student
• Whiteboard and marker for each student
• Place value dice. (tens die)
Opening:
Ida was moving. She moved some boxes on Saturday. She moved 19 more on
Sunday. In total, she moved 40 boxes. How many boxes did she move on
Saturday.
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Remind students of rule that was made previous day.
2. Students will work in pairs to do previous day’s activity.
3. Each group should write all the number sentences as they complete them
4. Teacher should watch groups to ensure that they are adding using 2
pushes focusing on the jump of ten first.
Closing:
Does our rule hold true? Yes, Great! No, create new rule and do lesson again
until rule that works is found.
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Day 7
Objective:
Students will be able to subtract a teen number to any decade number 1-100
using a Rekenrek.
Materials:
• Numbers cards 11-19
• Rekenrek- one for each student
• Whiteboard and marker for each student
• Place value dice. (tens die)
Opening:
There were 30 ducks on a lake and 17 loons. How many birds are on the lake in
total.
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Teacher will roll the tens place value die
2. Students and teacher will “fill the Rekenrek to show the number rolled.
3. Teacher will pull a teen number card and subtract it to the Rekenrek
using 2 pushes focusing on the jump of ten then the rest.
4. Students follow along with teacher
5. Students and teacher write number sentence on white boards focusing
on the tens jump than the rest.
6. Continue until all teen cards have been used.
Closing:
Looking at our answers is there any rule that we can make about subtracting a
teen number to and decade number?
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Day 8
Objective:
Students will be able to subtract a teen number to any decade number 1-100
using a Rekenrek.
Materials:
• Numbers cards 11-19
• Rekenrek- one for each student
• Whiteboard and marker for each student
• Place value dice. (tens die)
Opening:
There were 40 birds in a tree. 16 were crows and the rest were blue jays. How
many blue jays are in the tree?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Remind students of rule that was made previous day.
2. Students will work in pairs to do previous day’s activity.
3. Each group should write all the number sentences as they complete them
4. Teacher should watch groups to ensure that they are adding using 2
pushes focusing on the jump of ten first.
Closing:
Does our rule hold true? Yes, Great! No, create new rule and do lesson again
until rule that works is found.
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Day 9
Objective:
Students will be able to add a two-digit number to any decade number 1-100
using a Rekenrek.
Materials:
• Numbers cards 1-100
• Rekenrek- one for each student
• Whiteboard and marker for each student
• Place value dice. (tens die)
Opening:
Josh has 70 pencils. Karrie has 56 pencils. How many more pencils does Josh.
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Teacher will roll the tens place value die
2. Students and teacher will “fill the Rekenrek to show the number rolled.
3. Teacher will pull a two-digit number card and add it to the Rekenrek
using 2 pushes focusing on the jump of a group of tens then the rest.
4. Students follow along with teacher
5. Students and teacher write number sentence on white boards focusing
on the tens jump than the rest.
6. Continue until for about 3 round of this.
7. Students will than do activity in small groups writing down answers as
they go.
8. Teacher should watch groups to ensure that they are adding using 2
pushes focusing on the decade jump first.
Closing:
Looking at our answers how can we update our rule about adding teens to a
decade to incorporate all double-digit numbers?
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Day 10
Objective:
Students will be able to add a two-digit number to any decade number 1-100
using a Rekenrek.
Materials:
• Numbers cards 1-100
• Rekenrek- one for each student
• Whiteboard and marker for each student
• Place value dice. (tens die)
Opening:
Lucy has 50 pineapples. George has 23 more, how many pineapples does
George have?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Teacher will roll the tens place value die
2. Students and teacher will “fill the Rekenrek to show the number rolled.
3. Teacher will pull a two-digit number card and subtract it to the
Rekenrek using 2 pushes focusing on the jump of a group of tens then
the rest.
4. Students follow along with teacher
5. Students and teacher write number sentence on white boards focusing
on the tens jump than the rest.
6. Continue until for about 3 round of this.
7. Students will than do activity in small groups writing down answers as
they go.
8. Teacher should watch groups to ensure that they are adding using 2
pushes focusing on the decade jump first.
Closing:
Looking at our answers how can we update our rule about adding teens to a
decade to incorporate all double-digit numbers?
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Day 11
Objective:
Students will be able to add a two-digit number to any decade number 1-100
using a number line.
Materials:
• Number line 1-200. NOT a grid. One for each student
• Place value dice. (tens die)
• Numbers cards 1-100
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers.
Opening:
Kelly has 60 stickers. She has 38 more stickers then her sister. How many
stickers does her sister have?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Teacher will roll the tens place value die
2. Students and teacher will find the number on the number.
3. Teacher will pull a two-digit number card and add it by making jumps
on the number line. Focusing on jumps of groups of tens then the rest.
4. Students follow along with teacher
5. Students and teacher write number sentence on white boards focusing
on the tens jump than the rest.
6. Continue until for about 10 round of this.
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.) if students are showing that it is still too hard, continue this lesson
another day until students are feeling more confident with it.
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Day 12
Objective:
Students will be able to add a two-digit number to any decade number 1-100
using a number line.
Materials:
• Number line 1-200. NOT a grid. One for each student
• Place value dice. (tens die)
• Numbers cards 1-100
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers.
Opening:
Robert has 80 videogames, he sold 43 of them to game stop. How many video
games does he have now?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Students will work in pairs to do previous day’s activity.
2. Each group should write all the number sentences as they complete them
3. Teacher should watch groups to ensure that they are adding using jumps
of groups of ten and then the rest.
Closing:
Groups will present their answers to ensure accuracy.
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Day 13
Objective:
Students will be able to subtract a two-digit number to any decade number 1100 using a number line.
Materials:
• Number line 1-100. NOT a grid. One for each student
• Place value dice. (tens die)
• Numbers cards 1-100
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers.
Opening:
Linda had 80 marbles. Anna has 37 more. How many marbles does Anna have?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Teacher will roll the tens place value die
2. Students and teacher will find the number on the number.
3. Teacher will pull a two-digit number card and subtract it by making
jumps on the number line. Focusing on jumps of groups of tens then the
rest.
4. Students follow along with teacher
5. Students and teacher write number sentence on white boards focusing
on the tens jump than the rest.
6. Continue until for about 10 round of this.
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.) if students are showing that it is still too hard, continue this lesson
another day until students are feeling more confident with it.
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Day 14
Objective:
Students will be able to subtract a two-digit number to any decade number 1100 using a number line.
Materials:
• Number line 1-100. NOT a grid. One for each student
• Place value dice. (tens die)
• Numbers cards 1-100
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers.
Opening:
Elizabeth had 120 tickers. She used 67 of them at the carnival. How many
tickets does she have now?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Students will work in pairs to do previous day’s activity.
2. Each group should write all the number sentences as they complete them
3. Teacher should watch groups to ensure that they are adding using jumps
of groups of ten and then the rest.
Closing:
Groups will present their answers to ensure accuracy.
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Day 15
Objective:
Students will show their mastery of being able to add and subtract double digit
numbers from a decade
Materials:
Assessment cards
Opening:
Jackson ran 40 meters and walked another 68 meters. How far did she travel?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
Test each student one on one with assessment cards to determine their mastery
of being able to add and subtract double digit numbers from a decade.
If they show mastery move onto level 6. If mastery is not shown, reteach lessons
in which the still struggle with the concept.
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Before using Lessons, do placement assessment to
determine which level to start at
Level 6
ESTABLISHED
GOALS
2.1.2.4 Use mental
strategies and
algorithms based on
knowledge of place
value to add and
subtract two-digit
numbers. Strategies
may include
decomposition,
expanded notation,
and partial sums and
differences.

Evaluative Criteria
Summative
assessment
(given one on one
with educator)
Formative
Assessment

Stage 1 Desired Results
Transfer
Students will be able to independently use their learning to…
To add and subtract two digit numbers mentally using a variety
of strategies.
Meaning
UNDERSTANDINGS
ESSENTIAL
Students will understand that…
QUESTIONS
How to add and subtract double
How do we add and
digit numbers using multiple
subtract Efficiently?
strategies and will be able to
identify the most efficient strategy.
Acquisition
Students will know…
Students will be skilled
How to add and subtract two digit
at…
numbers mentally multiple ways
Using place value
knowledge to round
numbers to closest 10’s
Keeping track of
multiple steps mentally.
Using place value
knowledge to break
apart numbers.
Stage 2 - Evidence
Assessment Evidence
PERFORMANCE TASK(S):
Students will be given task cards in which they will need to add
and subtract two digit numbers mentally multiple ways.

Educator will take note on students’ progress through the
lesson plan and reteach lessons if students are not successful
with lesson.
Stage 3 – Learning Plan
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Day 1
Objective:
Students will be able to add two-digit numbers together between 10-30. No
regrouping
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
Opening:
Lesley has 31 pens and Ben has 58. How many do they have all together.
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Teacher will give addition problems to the group.
a. 12+25
b. 16+ 23
c. 22+ 11
d. 28+11
e. 25+13
2. Student will explain the way they added it (have students prove their
answer with manipulatives or pictures)
3. When “new” way of adding it together, Name that strategy after the
student.
Closing:
What strategy that we found was the easiest? Which one was the hardest?
Which way do you want to learn how to do better?
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Day 2
Objective:
Students will be able to add two-digit numbers together between 10-30. No
regrouping.
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
• Addition cards for each group.
o 15+ 24
o 13+ 26
o 21+ 18
o 27+11
o 15+ 21
Opening:
Lamar has 67 pieces of gum. How many more does he need to get 98 pieces of
gum?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Have student get into pairs
2. Have each pair solve the problems on the cards. Challenge the groups to
use more than one way to solve the problem.
3. Have students write number sentences showing how they found their
answer
Closing:
Have groups run through their number sentences to ensure accuracy.
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Day 3
Objective:
Students will be able to subtract two-digit numbers together between 10-30. No
regrouping
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
Opening:
Peter has some apples. Eric gives him 29 apples. Now he had 78 apples. How
many apples did Eric give him?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Teacher will give subtraction problems to the group.
a. 23-12
b. 27-15
c. 29-11
d. 28-16
e. 25-14
2. Student will explain the way they subtracted it (have students prove
their answer with manipulatives or pictures)
3. When “new” way of subtracting, Name that strategy after the student.
Closing:
What strategy that we found was the easiest? Which one was the hardest?
Which way do you want to learn how to do better?
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Day 4
Objective:
Students will be able to subtract two-digit numbers together between 10-30. No
regrouping
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
• Subtraction cards for each group.
o 26-12
o 29-15
o 28-17
o 22-11
o 24-12
Opening:
Lucy has 57 bags of Cheetos. She sold 32 bags, how many bags of Cheetos does
she have let?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Have student get into pairs
2. Have each pair solve the problems on the cards? Challenge the groups to
use more than one way to solve the problem.
3. Have students write number sentences showing how they found their
answer
Closing:
Have groups run through their number sentences to ensure accuracy.
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Day 5
Objective:
Students will be able to add two-digit numbers together sum between 20-100.
No regrouping
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
• Number cards up to 40. One’s place digit is no bigger than 5
Opening:
There were 78 birds sitting in a tree. Some flew away, now there are 49 birds
left. How many flew away?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Teacher will pull two number cards
2. Student will explain the way they added it (have students prove their
answer with manipulatives or pictures)
3. When “new” way of adding it together, Name that strategy after the
student.
Closing:
What strategy that we found was the easiest? Which one was the hardest?
Which way do you want to learn how to do better?
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Day 6
Objective:
Students will be able to add two-digit numbers together sum between 20-100.
No regrouping
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
• Number cards up to 40. One’s place digit is no bigger than 5 (deck for
each group)
Opening:
Josh had some Legos. His mom made him share 37 pieces with his brother, now
he has 58 pieces. How many did he give to his brother?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Have student get into pairs
2. Each student will pull one card.
3. Pairs will work together to add the number together
4. Challenge the groups to use more than one way to solve the problem.
Have students write number sentences showing how they found their
answer.
v Push students to use new strategies
Closing:
Have groups run through their number sentences to ensure accuracy.
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Day 7
Objective:
Students will be able to subtract two-digit numbers together between 10-100.
No regrouping
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
• Number cards.
o Pile of number cards 50-99- ones place 5-9
o Pile of number cards 10-25- ones place 0-5
Opening:
Vern has 74 Starburst and 18 Twizzlers, how much candy does Vern have all
together?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Teacher will pull two number cards
2. Student will explain the way they subtracted it (have students prove
their answer with manipulatives or pictures)
3. When “new” way of subtraction comes up, Name that strategy after the
student.
Closing:
What strategy that we found was the easiest? Which one was the hardest?
Which way do you want to learn how to do better?
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Day 8
Objective:
Students will be able to subtract two-digit numbers together between 10-100.
No regrouping
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
• Number cards.
o Pile of number cards 50-99- ones place 5-9
o Pile of number cards 10-25- ones place 0-5
Opening:
Noel has 98 writing utensils. 67 are pencils and the rest are pens. How many
pens does Noel have?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
5. Have student get into pairs
6. Each student in pair will a card from a different pie
7. Pairs will work together to subtract the numbers
4. Challenge the groups to use more than one way to solve the problem.
5. Have students write number sentences showing how they found their
answer.
v Push students to use new strategies
Closing:
Have groups run through their number sentences to ensure accuracy.
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Day 9
Objective:
Students will be able to add two-digit numbers together between 20-100.
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
• Number cards. 10-100
Opening:
Rahmo and 78 marbles, Hannah has 49 marbles, how many more marbles does
Rahmo have than Hannah?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Teacher will pull two number cards
2. Student will explain the way they added it (have students prove their
answer with manipulatives or pictures)
3. When “new” way of adding it together, Name that strategy after the
student.
v If strategies, such as rounding, has not been brought up yet, teacher can
interject those strategies at this time. (algorithmic, “stacking” is not an
acceptable strategy)
Closing:
What strategy that we found was the easiest? Which one was the hardest?
Which way do you want to learn how to do better?
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Day 10
Objective:
Students will be able to add two-digit numbers together between 20-100
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
• Number cards. 10-100
Opening:
Lake Harriet has 98 ducks on it. Nokomis Lake has 37 less ducks on it, how
many ducks are on Nokomis?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Have student get into pairs
2. Each student will pull one card.
3. Pairs will work together to add the number together
4. Challenge the groups to use more than one way to solve the problem.
5. Have students write number sentences showing how they found their
answer.
v Push students to use new strategies
Closing:
Have groups run through their number sentences to ensure accuracy.
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Day 11
Objective:
Students will be able to subtract two-digit numbers between 20-100
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
• Number cards. 10-100
Opening:
Ms. Johnsons class has 23 kids in it and Ms. Nelsons class has 17 more kids.
How many kids are in Ms. Nelsons Class?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Teacher will pull two number cards
2. Student will explain the way they will subtract them (have students
prove their answer with manipulatives or pictures)
3. When “new” way of adding it together, Name that strategy after the
student.
v If strategies, such as rounding, has not been brought up yet, teacher can
interject those strategies at this time. (algorithmic, “stacking” is not an
acceptable strategy)
Closing:
What strategy that we found was the easiest? Which one was the hardest?
Which way do you want to learn how to do better?
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Day 12
Objective:
Students will be able to add two-digit numbers together between 20-100 in
multiple ways.
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
• Number cards. 10-100
• Poster Paper
• Prize (optional)
Opening:
Leslie has some Jellybeans. She ate 47 of them, now she has 67 Jellybeans. How
many Jellybeans did she start with?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Students will get into pairs and each student will grab one number from
the number pile.
2. Each group will make a poster showing as many different ways to add
the two numbers they have together
3. Students present their different ways to the group.
4. Students who are not presenting can ask clarifying questions.
5. Group with the most different type of way win
Closing:
What strategy that we found was the easiest? Which one was the hardest?
Which way do you want to learn how to do better?
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Day 13
Objective:
Students will be able to subtract two-digit numbers together between 20-100 in
multiple ways.
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
• Number cards. 10-100
• Poster Paper
• Prize (optional)
Opening:
Walmart was having a Black Friday Sale. One Cashier had a long line at their
register. She rang out 76 people and still had 46 people left in their line. How
many people where in their line to start?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Students will get into pairs and each student will grab one number from
the number pile.
2. Each group will make a poster showing as many different ways to
subtract the two numbers they pulled.
3. Students present their different ways to the group.
4. Students who are not presenting can ask clarifying questions.
5. Group with the most different type of way win
Closing:
What strategy that we found was the easiest? Which one was the hardest?
Which way do you want to learn how to do better?
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Day 14
Objective:
Students will be able to subtract two-digit numbers together between 20-100 in
multiple ways.
Students will be able to add two-digit numbers together between 20-100 in
multiple ways.
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
• Number cards. 10-100
• Poster Paper
• Prize (optional)
Opening:
Libby was having a lemonade stand. She had 92 cups to sell. She sold 67 cup so
far. How many cups does she have left?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Each student will pull two number cards
2. Their task will to be able to create a poster in which the add and
subtract their numbers in multiple ways.
3. Students will present their different ways to the group.
4. Students who are not presenting can ask clarifying questions.
5. The student with the most different type of way win.
Closing:
What strategy that we found was the easiest? Which one was the hardest?
Which way do you want to learn how to do better?
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Day 15
Objective:
Student will be able to demonstrate their mastery of being able to add and
subtract two digit numbers mentally using a variety of strategies.
Materials:
Task Cards
Opening:
Alex has 79 pebbles, Angela has 45 pebbles and Jimmy ha 89, how many more
pebbles does Jimmy have than Angela? How many more Does Jimmy have than
Alex? How many more does Alex have than Angela?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
Test each student one on one with assessment cards to determine their mastery
of being able to add and subtract two digit numbers mentally using a variety of
strategies.
If they show mastery move onto level 7. If mastery is not shown, reteach lessons
in which the still struggle with the concept.
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Before using Lessons, do placement assessment to
determine which level to start at
Level 7
ESTABLISHED
GOALS
3.1.2.1 Add and
subtract multi-digit
numbers, using
efficient and
generalizable
procedures based
on knowledge of
place value,
including standard
algorithms.

Evaluative Criteria
Summative
assessment
(given one on one
with educator)
Formative
Assessment

Stage 1 Desired Results
Transfer
Students will be able to independently use their learning to…
To add and subtract three digit numbers mentally using a
variety of strategies.
Meaning
UNDERSTANDINGS
ESSENTIAL
Students will understand that…
QUESTIONS
How to add and subtract three digit
How do we add and
numbers using multiple strategies
subtract Efficiently?
and will be able to identify the most
efficient strategy.
Acquisition
Students will know…
Students will be skilled
How to add and subtract three digit
at…
numbers mentally multiple ways
Using place value
knowledge to round
numbers to closest 10’s
and 100’s
Keeping track of
multiple steps mentally.
Using place value
knowledge to break
apart numbers.
Stage 2 - Evidence
Assessment Evidence
PERFORMANCE TASK(S):
Students will be given task cards in which they will need to add
and subtract three digit numbers mentally multiple ways.
Educator will take note on students’ progress through the
lesson plan and reteach lessons if students are not successful
with lesson.
Stage 3 – Learning Plan
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Day 1
Objective:
Students will be able to add 3 digit numbers together between 100-200. No
regrouping
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Open Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
Opening:
There were 157 beads in a bowl and I add 136 more into it, how many beads are
in the bowl now?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
4. Teacher will give addition problems to the group.
a. 120+125
b. 165+ 123
c. 122+ 110
d. 128+101
e. 125+134
5. Student will explain the way they added it (have students prove their
answer with manipulatives or pictures)
6. When “new” way of adding it together, Name that strategy after the
student.
Closing:
What strategy that we found was the easiest? Which one was the hardest?
Which way do you want to learn how to do better?
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Day 2
Objective:
Students will be able to add 3 digit numbers together between 100-200. No
regrouping
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
• Addition cards for each group.
o 156+ 123
o 113+ 126
o 121+ 175
o 127+111
o 151+ 136
Opening:
Jordan is trying to break the world record for shooting baskets. He has shot 156
baskets already. If the record is 398 how many more baskets does he have to
shoot?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
4. Have student get into pairs
5. Have each pair solve the problems on the cards. Challenge the groups to
use more than one way to solve the problem.
6. Have students write number sentences showing how they found their
answer
Closing:
Have groups run through their number sentences to ensure accuracy.
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Day 3
Objective:
Students will be able to subtract two-digit numbers together between 100-300.
No regrouping
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Open Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
Opening:
Kelsey has some seashells in her collection. She knows if she finds 167 more she
will have 440 seashells, how many shells does she currently have?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
4. Teacher will give subtraction problems to the group.
a. 253-112
b. 267-135
c. 279-146
d. 298-176
e. 285-174
5. Student will explain the way they subtracted it (have students prove
their answer with manipulatives or pictures)
6. When “new” way of subtracting, Name that strategy after the student.
Closing:
What strategy that we found was the easiest? Which one was the hardest?
Which way do you want to learn how to do better?
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Day 4
Objective:
Students will be able to subtract two-digit numbers together between 100-300.
No regrouping
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
• Subtraction cards for each group.
o 276-132
o 259-145
o 248-127
o 262-111
o 297-161
Opening:
Shania was selling bracelets, she made 578 bracelets and has sold 316 of them so
far. How many does she have left?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
6. Have student get into pairs
7. Have each pair solve the problems on the cards. Challenge the groups to
use more than one way to solve the problem.
8. Have students write number sentences showing how they found their
answer
Closing:
Have groups run through their number sentences to ensure accuracy.
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Day 5
Objective:
Students will be able to add three-digit numbers together with sum less than
1000. No regrouping
Materials:
• Digit Card 1-5 (multiple sets)
• Base ten blocks
• Open Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
Opening:
A kitten has 765 pieces of cat food in its bowl, he ate some of his food, and now
has 476 left, how much food did he eat so far?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Teacher will pull 3-digit card
2. Teacher will arrange number to create a 3-digit number
3. Teacher will pull 3 additional cards to make another 3-digit number.
7. Student will explain the way they added it (have students prove their
answer with manipulatives or pictures)
8. repeated this activity 5-6 times (until end of time)
9. When “new” way of adding it together, Name that strategy after the
student.
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.) if students are showing that it is still too hard, continue this lesson
another day until students are feeling more confident with it.
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Day 6
Objective:
Students will be able to add three-digit numbers together with sum less than
1000. No regrouping
Materials:
• Digit Card 0-5 (multiple sets)
• Base ten blocks
• Open Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
Opening:
Karrie had some gumballs, she gave 367 to her sister. Now she 654 gumballs.
How many gumballs did she start with?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Have student form groups of 2
2. In each group, each partner needs to grab 3 digit cards and create a 3digit number.
3. Groups will add their numbers together.
4. Groups should write their number sentence on white board.
5. Repeat until almost end of time
Closing:
Have groups run through their number sentences to ensure accuracy.
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Day 7
Objective:
Students will be able to add three-digit numbers together with numbers less
than 1000. No regrouping
Materials:
• Digit Card (multiple sets)
o Pile of digit 0-5
o Pile of digits 6-9
• Base ten blocks
• Open Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
Opening:
I have 675 green skittles and 586 yellow skittles. How many more green skittles
do I have?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
4. Teacher will pull 3-digit card from pile of 6-9 digit cards
5. Teacher will arrange number to create a 3-digit number
6. Teacher will pull 3 digit cards from the pile of 0-5 digits.
10. Student will explain the way they subtracted the numbers (have
students prove their answer with manipulatives or pictures)
11. repeated this activity 5-6 times (until end of time)
12. When “new” way of adding it together, Name that strategy after the
student.
Closing:
Have students reflect on their ability to do this activity. Have students do a fist
to 5 (fist being 0, don’t understand it at all, 5 being I can teach it to another
student.) if students are showing that it is still too hard, continue this lesson
another day until students are feeling more confident with it.
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Day 8
Objective:
Students will be able to add three-digit numbers together with numbers less
than 1000. No regrouping
Materials:
• Digit Card (multiple sets)
o Pile of digit 0-5
o Pile of digits 6-9
• Base ten blocks
• Open Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
Opening:
In a school, there are 729 students who go there. 496 are Male and the rest are
female. How many females go to this school?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Have student form groups of 2
2. Partner A will grab 3 digit cards from the 6-9-digit pile and partner B
will grab 3 digit cards from the 6-9-digit pile.
3. Groups will work together to subtract the numbers from each other
4. Groups should write their number sentence on white board.
5. Repeat until almost end of time.
Closing:
Have groups run through their number sentences to ensure accuracy.
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Day 9
Objective:
Students will be able to add 3 digit numbers together with sum less than 1000.
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Open Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
• 3 dice
Opening:
The green fabric is 789 inches long and the blue fabric is 695 inches long. How
much longer is the green fabric?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. teacher will roll 3 dice at the same time
2. arrange dice to make a 3-digit number (make sure no 600 numbers at
this time)
3. roll the dice again to create another 3-digit number.
4. Student will explain the way they subtracted the numbers (have students
prove their answer with manipulatives or pictures)
5. repeated this activity 5-6 times (until end of time)
6. When “new” way of adding it together, Name that strategy after the
student.
v If strategies, such as rounding, has not been brought up yet, teacher
can interject those strategies at this time. (algorithmic, “stacking” is
not an acceptable strategy)
Closing:
What strategy that we found was the easiest? Which one was the hardest?
Which way do you want to learn how to do better?
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Day 10
Objective:
Students will be able to add 3 digit numbers together with sum less than 1000.
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Open Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
• 3 dice per group
Opening:
On black Friday Walmart sold 684 DVD’s. Target sold 367 more. How many
DVD’s did Target sell?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. have students form groups of two
2. Student A will roll the 3 dice to create a 3-digit number
3. Student B will roll the 3 dice to create another 3-digit number
4. Students will work together to add the numbers together
5. Groups should write their number sentence on white board.
6. Repeat until almost end of time.
Closing:
Have groups run through their number sentences to ensure accuracy.
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Day 11
Objective:
Students will be able to subtract 3digit numbers.
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Open Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
• Place value dice (ones, ten and hundreds)
Opening:
Kimberley Collects change. She has 659 quarters. She has 269 less pennies. How
many pennies does she have?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Teacher will roll place value dice to create a 3digit number
2. Teacher will roll place value dice again to create another 3digit number.
3. Student will explain the way they subtracted the numbers (have students
prove their answer with manipulatives or pictures)
4. repeated this activity 5-6 times (until end of time)
5. When “new” way of adding it together, Name that strategy after the
student.
v If strategies, such as rounding, has not been brought up yet, teacher
can interject those strategies at this time. (algorithmic, “stacking” is
not an acceptable strategy)
Closing:
What strategy that we found was the easiest? Which one was the hardest?
Which way do you want to learn how to do better?
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Day 12
Objective:
Students will be able to subtract 3digit numbers.
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Open Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
• Place value dice (ones, ten and hundreds)
Opening:
I was buying groceries of a big party I was having. I brought $895 to the store.
When I left, I had $378. How much money did I spend at the store?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Have students form groups of 2
2. Each student in the group will roll the place value dice to create a 3digit
number
3. Group will determine which number is larger
4. Group will work together to subtract the smaller number from the
larger number.
5. Groups should write their number sentence on white board.
6. Repeat until almost end of time.
Closing:
Have groups run through their number sentences to ensure accuracy.
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Day 13
Objective:
Students will be able to add 3digit numbers together in multiple ways.
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Open Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
• Place value dice (ones, ten and hundreds)
• Poster Paper
• Prize (optional)
Opening:
The Minnesota Timberwolves re selling tickets to their game. If the building
can hold 956 people, how many more tickets do the need to sell if they have
already sold 742 tickets?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
6. Students will get into pairs and each student will roll the place value dice
to create a 3-digit number.
7. Each group will make a poster showing as many different ways to add
the two numbers they have together
8. Students present their different ways to the group.
9. Students who are not presenting can ask clarifying questions.
10. Group with the most different type of way win
Closing:
What strategy that we found was the easiest? Which one was the hardest?
Which way do you want to learn how to do better?
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Day 14
Objective:
Students will be able to add 3digit numbers together in multiple ways.
Materials:
• Base ten blocks
• Open Number lines
• Whiteboard and dry erase markers
• Place value dice (ones, ten and hundreds)
• Poster Paper
• Prize (optional)
Opening:
Angela needs to make paper flowers for her wedding. If she has made 675 small
flowers and 472 big ones already, how many has she made all together?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
1. Students will get into pairs and each student will roll the place value dice
to create a 3-digit number.
2. Each group will make a poster showing as many different ways to
subtract the two numbers they formed.
3. Students present their different ways to the group.
4. Students who are not presenting can ask clarifying questions.
5. Group with the most different type of way win
Closing:
What strategy that we found was the easiest? Which one was the hardest?
Which way do you want to learn how to do better?
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Day 15
Objective:
Students will be able to demonstrate their mastery being able to add and
subtract three digit numbers mentally using a variety of strategies.
Materials:
• Assessment cards
Opening:
Its Black Friday and a store have 963 big screen TV’s in stock to sell. If 529
people have already bought it, how many more are left?
(Give students time to figure out this problem on their own. Then discuss strategies
as a group to solve. Do not interject teacher strategy.)
(Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2015)
Main Lesson:
Test each student one on one with assessment cards to determine their mastery
being able to add and subtract three digit numbers mentally using a variety of
strategies.
If they show mastery exit student from interventions in CPV. If mastery is not
shown, reteach lessons in which the still struggle with the concept.
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Appendix A

Assessments
Conceptual Place Value Assessment
Conceptual Place Value Assessment. (2015). Anoka- Hennepin School District.
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146

147

148

149

150

151

152

Emergent

153
Level 1
Assessment Task Cards
Teacher is only one to see task cards. Teacher will need popsicle sticks bundles of tens
and single sticks. Teacher will hide bundles under paper after verbally saying what they
are adding. Example, how about if I add 3 more sticks or how about if I add 2 more
bundles (20).
Task 1

Task 2

Start with - 34

Start with 17

Plus 10
Plus 1
Plus 30
Plus 4
Minus 20
Minus 5
Minus 10

Plus 20
Plus 1
Plus 30
Minus 3
Minus 2
Plus 10
Task 3

Task 4

Start with 55

Start with 82

Plus 1
Plus 10
Minus 4
Plus 2
Minus 20
Plus 30

Minus 10
Plus 3
Minus 30
Plus 4
Plus 10
Minus 2
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Level 2
Have addition and subtraction cards intermixed
30+ 5
3

20+3
?
20

90+ 7

90

?
80+7

?

80

?

86-6

39-9

86

?

39

?
14-4

?

67-7

14
?

67
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Level 3
Have addition and subtraction cards intermixed
36

72

?

72
36

?

?
23

87
?

?

?

23

?

87

90-8

40-2

90

?

?

40

50-5

?

20-7

50
?

20
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Level 4
Have addition and subtraction cards intermixed

73 + 9

65 + 8

28 + 5

42 + 9

73 - 6

95 - 7

23 - 4

48 - 9
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Level 5
Have addition and subtraction cards intermixed

70 + 23

40 + 12

24 + 30

43 + 50

90 - 27

40 – 16

20 - 12

70 - 44

30 – 18

60 - 35
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Level 6
Have addition and subtraction cards intermixed

34 + 57

67 + 21

46 + 37

24 + 59

64 – 28

87- 39

34 - 17

75- 47
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Level 7
Have addition and subtraction cards intermixed

235 + 399

654 + 267

198 + 421

543 + 324

399 – 243

754 – 327

673 – 422

534- 175
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Appendix B

Websites for Resources.
Math resources.
https://sites.google.com/site/get2mathk5/home/templates-graphic-organizers

Subitizing
http://math.mpls.k12.mn.us/uploads/subitizing.pdf
http://boymamateachermama.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/subitizing-dot-cardsBMTM-TPT.pdf
Ten Fames
https://www.sau39.org/cms/lib/NH01912488/Centricity/Domain/244/Ten%20Frames%2
0Cards%20-%20Large%20Black%20Pairwise.pdf
https://math.madison.k12.wi.us/files/math/Dot_cards_10-frame_5-wise.pdf
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Math Bowling

